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The PLEA 2017 Conference
The theme of the PLEA 2017 conference was ‘Design to Thrive’ and the
lessons it had to oﬀer on how to do just that were amazing. The forces
underlying the PLEA ideas of ‘Natural Energy Buildings’ were well ﬂagged by
four banners up the staircases of the Assembly Rooms. They read Sun, Wind,
Light and Natural Energy Buildings and these reﬂected the interests and
commitment of our sponsors, AES Solar Ltd. from Forres, Natural Cooling
Ltd. run by Brian Ford, Velux with their UK HQ in Fife and Historic
Environment Scotland who manage some of the most passive and low
energy buildings in the world. Bennees Associates were also a high proﬁle
supporter of not only the events but with presenta4ons reﬂec4ng their
approaches to designing buildings that can adapt over 4me to the types of
changes we are all learning to live with. The RIAS was also an amazing
contributor, supplying a free copy of ‘Scotstyle: A hundred years of Scopsh
Architecture’ for every delegate’s bag, with their excellent presenta4ons and
addresses, a keynote speaker’s dinner at their Rutland Square headquarters
and a brilliant exhibi4on of the recent best of Scopsh architecture on
display at the Royal Society of Edinburgh building where many of the forum
sessions were held. A huge thanks go to them all.
At the PLEA 2017 we were overwhelmed by the more than fourteen
hundred submieed. These eventually resulted 580 individuals presen4ng
over the three days of the conference and a three volume proceedings that
included 664 papers on related topics.
Over 750 people aeended the conference and its parallel events including
683 registered delegates and their families and an amazing array of keynote
speakers. Check out the full programme on www.plea2017.net. Apart from
the intellectual s4mula4on provided, the whole event was great fun too.
The opening party on the evening of the 2nd July was in Edinburgh Castle,
the conference recep4on on the 3rd in the ballroom at the Assembly Rooms,
the conference dinner was held in the Na4onal Museum of Scotland on the
4th when the more energe4c delegates got to enjoy a parallel ceilidh at the
Ghillie Dhu. For those interested you can download pictures of the whole
event taken by Adrian Arbib from PLEA 2017 home page www.plea2017.net.
It was an extraordinary feat to manage all of this while making sure that the
554 presenters all got 4me to share their work and beneﬁt from the
delibera4ons of the other experts aeending. How did we do this?
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The PLEA 2017 Team Scotland was formed in 2016 and led the bulk of the
thirty-one diﬀerent subject Forums that are described on the website at:
heps://locus-focus.co.uk/PLEA2017/index.html#forumlist
They could be further broken down into ﬁve diﬀerent meta-themes:
• Building Beeer, Safer Places for All (inclusion and resilience)
• Designing to Thrive in a Changing world (aﬀordability and well-being in
good buildings)
• Learning from, and building on, the Lessons of the Past (evidence based
design evolu4on)
• Powering our Lives with Sustainable Energy – (clean, durable and
aﬀordable futures)
• Empowering Current Genera4ons (Educa4on for change)
The conference was illuminated throughout with the simple fundamental
message of passive, low energy buildings in the Edinburgh Assembly Rooms
and the Royal Society where genera4ons have deliberated on building design
since they ﬁrst opened at the height of the original Age of Enlightenment
two hundred and thirty years ago.
The PLEA Team Scotland was also well supported by CIBSE Scotland who
made the best paper awards, by the Scopsh Government and in par4cular
Scopsh Minister Fiona Hyslop who gave an opening plenary, and Edinburgh
City Council and its Provost who hosted a lunch at the Royal Society before
the conference for some keynote speakers and made the opening welcome
at the conference. They all helped to send the message out that Edinburgh
and Scotland have an enormous amount to oﬀer in terms of excellence in
architecture, engineering, educa4on, design and forward thinking and
prac4ce, telling all who came that we are not only open for business but we
are also great to work with too.
Forum Reviews
Each of the PLEA 2017 Forum leaders has provided a short overview of the
presenta4ons and discussions from their own forums and for those
interested in ﬁnding out more about each topic area the names of the
Forum Leaders can be googled and they are happy to be contacted directly
to provide more informa4on or perhaps build bridges to provide more
research sharing and development opportuni4es.
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Passive and Climatic Design
Colin Porteous
MEARU, Glasgow School of Art
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A word that springs to mind with PLEA is con4nuity. The mee4ng to
inaugurate an interna4onal series of Passive Low Energy Architecture
conferences was held in Miami in 1981 and the ﬁrst PLEA was held in
Bermuda in 1982 and then held annually thereaher with only three
excep4ons, making this PLEA 2017 in Edinburgh the 33rd such event.
Interes4ngly, there has been a parallel existence in Scotland for the Scopsh
Solar Energy Group (SSEG), inaugurated in Edinburgh by the late Kerr
MacGregor circa 1980 and making its mark at the ISES (Interna4onal Solar
Energy Society) Congress in Brighton in 1982. It launched a biennial series of
NorthSun conferences in 1984 at Napier College (a University since 1992) and
was involved in the sepng up of ISES-Europe in the early 1990s with its ﬁrst
of the biennial EuroSun conferences in 1996. So for Scotland PLEA has a long
term involvement with PLEA that we were all please to celebrate in Edinburgh
in 2017.
Within the overarching conference theme of ‘Design to Thrive’ the most
prominent theme at PLEA 2017 was, unsurprisingly, that of cooling. This is an
increasingly cri4cal issue. Elizabeth Shove (hep://www.demand.ac.uk/) gave a
polemic keynote talk against standards arguing that minimum standards have
paradoxically led the marketplace to providing unnecessarily de-luxe aircondi4oning systems in commercial buildings, thus adding considerably to
greenhouse gas emissions. There has been a burgeoning of high-end air
condi4oning as an economic-cultural must even in temperate climates as in
Scotland but I think the underlying cause is not standards or regula4on, but
lack of them. Back in the early 1990s there was an aeempt to limit
unnecessary ac4ve cooling in buildings via the Scopsh Building Standards.
But this was successfully countered by a powerful industrial air-condi4oning
lobby and today’s statutory Standards s4ll have no curb on this signiﬁcant
energy guzzler that could otherwise have been mi4gated against by good
design and a fabric-ﬁrst approach.
PLEA 2017 LEGACY - DESIGN TO THRIVE
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Matthias Schuller, CEO of TransSolar KlimaEngineering (www.transsolar.com/),
pointed out in another keynote that energy demand per unit area may be
going down via energy-eﬃciency tac4cs, but the unit area per person is
going up. Hence, standards such as the PassivHaus 15 kWh/m2 for annual
space hea4ng may not bring about as much in the way of energy savings as
could be realised if we were more circumspect about the economy of floor-space.
Richard Hassell of WOHA (www.woha.net/) treated us to very high-rise examples
of PLEA spaces (see some of them on videos on http://www.plea2017.net/).
Richard also commented rather conten4ously that “Le Corbusier’s template
is now being realised” (see LC’s 1933 ‘The Radiant City’). This had me
pondering on how Jane Jacobs might have responded!?
Two other keynote speakers resonated with me. One was by Joe Clark of
ESRU at the University of Strathclyde acknowledged the signiﬁcant gap
between design intent and opera4onal reality. He maintained this was due
primarily to the “demandingly stochas4c” nature of buildings in use and
advocated that we needed to provide “true simula4on tools” that aﬀord an
“emula4on of reality”. Such emula4on was to be brought about by “highresolu4on, agent-based models” whereby the agency embedded in the
model is in charge rather than the user, and the agents interpret results, not
the users.
Adrian Leaman (www.usablebuildings.co.uk/), presented his 10 criteria for a
good building: uses loca4onal poten4al; avoids unmanageable complexity;
minimises unnecessary dependencies; promotes op4ons – adaptability
within reason; communicates design intent to users; meets basic needs
unobtrusively; is not hostage to management or design fantasies;
remembers its past; recognises constraints, and uses them to advantage;
and an4cipates buildings including one by Architect Ferran Yusta Garcia who
described a simple common-sense methodology to deal with diﬀering
condi4ons, providing a menu of ‘architectural ac4ons’ for diﬀerent climates.
There was one session under the banner of discourse, which Hugo Santos
led oﬀ on a thoughwul paper on “energy suﬃciency” that ﬁeed quite well
with most of them. There was also a good mix of papers involving ﬁeld
measurements around the world to complement the predic4ve work.
Summing up I must emphasize that one special value of PLEA is the
imagina4ve layering of new technological and design thinking on to old
techniques. The next PLEA 2018 is to be ably led by Professor Edward Ng in
risks and consequences. One way or another, all his criteria had applicable
PLEA relevance.
In my forum in PLEA 2017 I included a sub-set of papers on ‘Transi4on and
Outdoor Spaces’, with speakers covering loca4ons such as Dubai, Egypt,
China, Cyprus and southern Spain. And there were also papers on
wholeHong Kong, whose award-winning, post-earthquake house graced the
cover and ﬁve central pages of the July/August 2017 issue of The
Architectural Review, and exempliﬁes this closing sen4ment. For sure, this
building represents ‘passive and clima4c design’ at its best.
PLEA 2017 LEGACY - DESIGN TO THRIVE
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Comfort and Delight
Fergus Nicol
NCEUB
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Comfort in buildings has always been an important aspect of the proceedings
at the PLEA conferences. This conference was no excep4on. Some 50 papers
were assigned to this subject of which 43 were presented verbally at the
forum. Thermal comfort in buildings (and equally important, its absence)
con4nues to be a favoured topic for scien4ﬁc research related to architecture.
With the increasing interest in adap4ve comfort the subject has stopped being
merely in the realm of physics and physiology. Human comfort is now seen as
related to a broad spectrum of academic inﬂuences bringing in psychology,
behaviour, culture and many more concerns and thus ensuring its con4nuing
fascina4on. Even seemingly simple ques4ons such as ‘what do you mean by
comfort?’, ‘what do we mean when we deﬁne a building as overheated?’ or
‘should buildings create comfort or allow people to make themselves
comfortable?’ s4ll need to be answered securely.
PLEA 2017 LEGACY - DESIGN TO THRIVE
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The papers were separated into the following subject areas:
• Comfort theory: dealing with such subjects as the eﬀect of the
‘openness’ of a building, the form of its windows or its thermal mass
on occupant comfort, as well as introducing some new approaches to
the physical measurement of buildings and the comfort of their
occupants.
• Comfort in educa8onal and health care buildings: There is an ongoing
discussion about the comfort condi4ons for school children and a
number of the papers deal with this as well as the condi4ons for older
students. Condi4ons in health-care facili4es do not always follow the
assump4on that pa4ents require warm condi4ons so that the
condi4ons provided were some4mes too warm and comfort was ohen
found in a wider range of temperature than expected.
• Comfort in workplaces: Although oﬃces in a variety of clima4c zones
are the most commonly inves4gated workplaces because of their
rela4ve availability for surveys, the papers presented included two
retail establishment and a church. The approaches to comfort include
one paper where thermal discomfort is advanced as a cause of conﬂict
between workers.
• Outdoor comfort: The interplay between indoor comfort and outdoor
climate is now largely recognised and indeed is included in the design
of standards such as EN15251 and ASHRAE 55 which use outdoor
temperature as a predictor of indoor condi4ons for comfort in
naturally condi4oned buildings. Despite the fact that most humans
spend the overwhelming majority of their lives indoors the outdoor
condi4ons are important in inﬂuencing the clothing and other aspects
of the human interac4on with buildings. This is important to the way
we see and design buildings as well as in our behaviour outdoors, and
the design of outdoor spaces.
• Comfort in residences: A striking range of climates are represented in
this sec4on of the forum repor4ng research into comfort in
residences. Most of the papers concentrate on the improvement of
the comfort and energy eﬃciency created by retroﬁt and the design of
buildings which work with the climate to produce comfort indoors.
• Environmental factors which eﬀect comfort: This sec4on is about the
rela4ve importance of a range of factors which inﬂuence indoor
comfort and sa4sfac4on – both in the measurement and the
applica4on. This is an important sec4on which will help to take both
the quan4ta4ve and importantly the qualita4ve nature of comfort and
the ways it can be made more relevant to design and building.
The way in which the development of the study of thermal comfort can be
approached and its importance to the design of buildings is well covered by
the papers which are in the Comfort and Delight Forum of the conference. A
careful reading of these papers will be rewarding and the authors of the
papers are to be thanked for their contribu4on.
PLEA 2017 LEGACY - DESIGN TO THRIVE
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Renewables and Solar Energy
Tariq Muneer and Ruth Saint
Edinburgh Napier University
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The term “renewables” covers a diverse, vibrant, and innova4ve branch of
building related research that was encapsulated in the excellence of the work
presented throughout this Forum. In keeping with the ethos of PLEA, there
was a focus on the sustainable development and occupant comfort in passive,
low energy design. Reviews of earth-to-air heat exchangers, baeery storage,
energy yields, and daylight and thermal gains were presented. The current
technologies at the forefront of research and development were related to
solar energy systems, with papers evalua4ng:
• Solar thermal vene4an blinds for thermal and visual comfort as well
as energy u4lisa4on
• Solar hot water systems for varying building applica4ons
• Photovoltaics and smart mobility in ci4es, the future of electric
vehicles
• BIPV in building façades to op4mise space and energy gain
• Solar thermal systems for district hea4ng networks
Issues surrounding renewable energies were also addressed, the major
problems facing us today being storage, accessibility, and connec4vity to the
na4onal grid. Important considera4ons were tackled such as opera4onal
eﬃciencies, the poten4al for renewable supply to meet demand with and
without storage, and the public percep4on of renewable technologies and
low carbon buildings.
Also, illustra4ng the diversity of this ﬁeld were topics such as:
• The regenera4on of urban infrastructure through sustainable policy
management and urban sustainable development
• A social survey on how the economic crises aﬀect aptudes towards
environmental issues and renewable energy sources
• Legisla4on strategies and incen4ves for the adop4on of solar energy
The papers reinforced the need for an holis4c approach that must be taken in
terms of the development, adapta4on, and uptake of renewable energies.
The speakers presented a strong argument for role of solar energy in the
transi4on towards a greener, more sustainable world highligh4ng the
beneﬁts, and drawbacks, associated with this. The session, beginning with
three high-calibre keynote speakers, renowned in their ﬁeld, and followed by
a host of s4mula4ng researchers presen4ng a range of fascina4ng project. It
began and ended on a very up-beat note base on the op4mism surrounding
the growing understanding of the impera4ve for working towards 100%
renewable economies and developing an architecture that is Fit for Purpose in
a genuinely low carbon future.
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Community Energy
Andrew Peacock
Heriot watt University, Edinburgh
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An energy revolu4on is happening in Scotland and around the world. In 2016
over 60% of energy consumed in Scotland came from renewable genera4on,
from wind, solar, biomass, 4dal, hydrogen and methane sources, and a
growing propor4on from local genera4on systems. Scotland now has many
community energy projects and more on the books each year, encouraged by
clear and eﬀec4ve government policy support and implementa4on, an
eﬀec4ve NGO sector and grass roots level interest and investment in local
energy genera4on (hep://www.communityenergyscotland.org.uk/ ).
Across Europe and the developed and developing world signiﬁcant research
has gone into op4mising the value to local communi4es of such energy
systems through orchestra4on of demand and supply, improved local weather
forecas4ng, building and community level storage systems and consump4on
reduc4on strategies. Integrated research here includes inputs from social
scien4sts, designers, lawyers, physicists, designers, engineers, economists and
a surprising range of skills underpinning the extraordinary rise both here and
interna4onally, of community energy schemes.
A common theme of the forum centred on the idea that community energy
schemes can act as a conduit or locus for wider community ac4vity.
Presenta4ons described situa4ons where this was within the sector, for
instance where a supply side energy project led to ini4a4ves that addressed
built environment energy eﬃciency. They also described evidence where
these were cross-sectoral, leading to wider societal beneﬁts within the
candidate community.
PLEA 2017 LEGACY - DESIGN TO THRIVE
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Papers in this Forum covered a gamut of the issues involved in this
community energy revolu4on. Subjects touched on included papers by
Raheal McGheeon assessing policy constraints and technical feasibility of
energy developments in ci4es; Inji Kenawy looked at land suitability analysis
for wind farms in the country of Eqypt; Aoi Yamada looked at the feasiblity of
island level systems in Japan; Priyanka Bendigiri looked at solar poten4als for
energy eﬃcient communi4es in developing economies; Visions were popular
of how to plan and develop renewable energy urban areas using new
strategies and tools including:
A Conceptual Framework for Op4mal Urban Energy Planning Tool using
BIM and GIS by Liyang Fan; Yamamura Shinji presen4ng proposal for a
comprehensive urban infra-structure planning model for
Smart City planning with GIS and 3D modelling I Tokyo; Wenjing He on the
energy performance plan analysis in New Ecological City; Daniella Maiullari on
building scenarios in Urban Energy Transi4ons; Tomasz Jasinski on predic4on
of electricity demand with ar4ﬁcial neural networks in Ontario, Canada and
Italy. Finally, Lorna Kiamba presented a paper on Community Energy
Structures and the role of community engagement.
The scope and depth of the papers presented really unveiled an exci4ng new
ﬁeld that will ul4mately be responsible for helping us, in all countries and
ci4es and communi4es to build new energy systems and a safer word, with
buildings at the heart of the new energy orders. Do check out these excellent
papers in full in Volume 1 of the PLEA 2017 proceedings, pp. 1383 – 1469 on
www.plea2017.net.
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Overheating
Samuel Domingo Amarillo
University of Seville, Spain
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With the steep rise in global temperatures, overhea4ng is one of the most
visible eﬀects of climate change on buildings. Further to forecasts more
frequent extreme weather events and longer and warmer summers, the risk
of overhea4ng may well become one of the primary causes of building system
failure. Present buildings need to invest a considerable amount of their
energy usage to reject heat gains, or have the need but not the capacity to.
This is par4cularly true in warm regions but more and more ohen, this
situa4on has become present in tradi4onally cold areas as well. The increase
in internal loads or the use of architectural designs poorly suited to the local
climate, such as over-glazed façades or, paradoxically, over-engineered
insula4on, is increasing interior overhea4ng exposure 4me in many buildings,
even in winter-dominated climes. This intensiﬁes the vulnerability and
weakens the resilience of many contemporary buildings to climate changeassociated events, even the most modern developments and high
performance buildings designed under Passivhaus standards (Bop).
Overhea4ng mainly aﬀects comfort condi4ons, but can also lead to health
problems, including a reduc4on in life expectancy or risk of death in the most
vulnerable occupants (Gupta, Renganathan, Fosas). User produc4vity is
likewise aﬀected both at home and at work (Gupta, Bop, Calleja). That,
together with possible rises in energy consump4on and their impact on
power genera4on and distribu4on systems (par4cularly electricity grids) make
this a problem of public concern nature.
It does not seem possible to establish a single deﬁni4on of overhea4ng, and
this topic has been one of the key drivers of discussion within the forum. We
may associate with condi4ons in which building users are exposed to high
thermal stress over periods of 4me long enough to interfere with body
thermoregula4on beyond their individual habitua4on and physiological
adapta4on capabili4es. The issue is not only related to air temperature, but
also factors such as air currents, ac4vity, radiant temperatures and other
environmental parameters also play fundamental roles (Quezada, VallejoTorres, Fosas). The analysis from the perspec4ve of dynamic adap4ve comfort
and non-linear occupant’s response have been drawn as one of the most
appropriate approach.
In light of the foregoing, the forum has addressed, some ques4ons listed
below to deal with the assessment of the issue and to design the most
eﬀec4ve strategies.
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Evalua8ng the risks
A key ques4on is whether we can predict overhea4ng, and mainly, do we
agree with the actual deﬁni4on of Overhea4ng and their metrics? This aspect
opens a debate with a broad diﬀerence in the approach between temperate
and cold climate areas.
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There is plenty room for discussion about the Overhea4ng metrics and the
threshold ﬁxa4on. There is an especial rela4on with cultural and regional
factors, so these parameters must be considered with special care in any
procedure. From this reﬂec4on emanates a basic ques4on: Is it possible to
make an accurate assessment of the actual issue?
Inhabitant’s behaviour and characteris4cs have a deep impact in the
overhea4ng phenomena, with greater eﬀect on older users because of the
longer stays periods and being less responsive (Gupta).
Our architectures should develop an important adap4ve and ﬂexible
component so that occupants can use diﬀerent techniques of heat control.
This must be adapted to their pace of life and individual speciﬁcity providing
tools to help them control the overhea4ng of the indoor ambient. These may
include an intelligent use of ven4la4on (preferably natural) and shade
management. To this end, the use of a low-hi technology mix, such as the
combina4on of passive systems and the new automated control elements,
may be of interest to keep the environments controlled with liele investment
of energy. This aspect has a special impact improving resilience and adap4ng
to aging process.
The development of realis4c and useful predic4on models for Overhea4ng
forecas4ng its becoming a real need. We must to make a special eﬀort to
arrange opportune and accurate data, especially those of meteorological type
and the need for more advance techniques for interpola4on of
meteorological data between sta4ons (Oraiopoulos). Promising proposals for
models based on trends and those components with cyclical behaviour are
under development, such the ITCC-TSAM model (Oraiopoulos), or the use of
Kriging-based interpola4on for models (Wood). The development of
proposals for tools to apply in the residen4al development industry, such as
the ARIOS tool, op4mized for regional typologies, sets a path for further
involvement (Tsukiyama).
Special considera4on should be given to architectures with fewer capaci4es,
which cannot aﬀord the classical thermal stress mi4ga4on resources, such as
envelopes with suitable mass or adapted materials. Usually these
construc4ons are located in the most disadvantaged areas of the planet,
where the scarcity of resources forces to very light or limited quality
construc4ons. These housing models are extremely vulnerable to overhea4ng
processes, making living condi4ons even more painful. An especially extreme
case is the temporary construc4on in refugee camps, which are usually
located in areas especially sensi4ve to extreme climates, such as the desert
plateaus of the Middle East. Many of the low-resource architectures have had
to deal with the debate sacriﬁce tradi4onal heat protec4on techniques, such
as the use of thermal mass, for cheaper and faster construc4ons. There is a
signiﬁcant ﬁeld of development to achieve the improvement of the behaviour
of these elements, while being compa4ble with a fast and aﬀordable
construc4on.
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Strategies for adapta8on and mi8ga8on
The forum covered diﬀerent techniques to design the most suitable strategies
for building design, focusing in par4cular on exis4ng buildings and what
ac4ons may be undertaken to improve the response to overhea4ng.
Overhea4ng ﬁgh4ng is strongly related to good design prac4ces and
morphological op4miza4on of the buildings. Most of the strategies to be
incorporated are usually based on tradi4onal elements, which have been
used to great eﬀect in the vernacular architecture, in many cases s4ll in use in
the tradi4onal home stock of mild temperate zones. Many strategies are
simple in theory (natural ven4la4on, shading, the use of water and other
techniques) although providing adequate solu4ons to remove or block the
heat in an eﬀec4ve way is harder to achieve in real prac4ce for modern
developments.
Are those mechanisms historically deployed applicable to today’s uses and
language? We have to explore and gain knowledge from this tradi4onal and
vernacular adapta4on to improve the performance of contemporary
buildings.
One of the usual problem is that most of the solu4ons derive from rule of the
thumbs approaches. Accurate and scien4ﬁcally based approaches may
displace wilful and some4mes naïve design. Diﬀerent tools are available to
assess the design and to op4mize with a parametric approach for every
speciﬁc circumstance (La Roche). This allows a more accurate and climate
responsive design.
Proper control of the heat gains of buildings does not have to be at odds with
the freedom of design and the quality of the architectural product. The
control of energy gains should not be understood as a linear and rigid
imposi4on, but instead, on most occasions provides enriching elements to
the crea4ve process (La Roche, Calleja).
The forum has explored truly feasible and cost-eﬀec4ve solu4ons, with a look
to side eﬀects, such in other buildings components or neighbouring zones
(Grant).
Control of the windows and facade shadows, especially in high-rise buildings
(La Roche, Gavira Calleja), as well as roofs design in lower buildings (Quezada,
Grant); appear as key elements in the overhea4ng control for buildings. We
can consider alike other contribu4ons with signiﬁcant weight in the control of
the heat gains such the control of the radiant temperature of indoor
envelope. This may be achieved through diﬀerent techniques gepng cooler
surfaces, like the reﬂec4ve coa4ngs, evapora4ve techniques, and crosssec4on materials op4miza4on (Grant, Habib, Vallejo-Torres).
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Conclusions
- A non-determinis4c assessment to the overhea4ng issue, mostly
based on the adap4ve comfort theory will help to realis4c
evalua4ons.
- A crucial issue will be how to design eﬀec4ve retroﬁpng approaches
that do not worsen the problem.
- The dilemma between over-insula4ng and the overhea4ng risk must
be undertaken. How to strike a balance in a changing and dynamic
climate?
- How we can apply the diﬀerent strategies to the current building
stock?
- The morphological components of architecture play an extremely
important role in the control of overhea4ng: windows, shapes,
materials and shadows must be handled accurately.
- A holis4c, comprehensive, and some4mes painstaking approach to
the problem is needed to design actual adaptable buildings.
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The submissions to the Energy Eﬃciency forum were impressive
in both range and level of detail. They also demonstrated that the
term “energy eﬃciency” can mean quite diﬀerent things to diﬀerent people.
However, four sub-themes did emerge.
Firstly, in our session on Modelling for Energy Eﬃciency, there were examples
of both thermal and sta4s4cal modelling techniques to aid our understanding
of buildings. Some studies focussed on the method, whilst others were
concerned with the applica4on and usefulness of the informa4on produced.
Despite these varied topics from many diﬀerent countries, common topics
emerged around the danger of over-generalising the building stock, the use of
the “zero energy” brand, and the importance of climate.
The session on Standards, Regula4ons and Policy again allowed for a
comparison across many loca4ons. Very speciﬁc studies on higher educa4on
and laboratory buildings were complemented by wider studies across
domes4c and non-domes4c stocks. A key part of the drive for energy
eﬃciency in buildings, the Energy Performance Cer4ﬁcate, was then looked at
in terms of any measurable impact it might have, with the varied methods of
producing EPCs across European countries presented as a poten4al barrier to
standardisa4on and cross-comparison.
In the Building Design and Retroﬁt session, the need for vernacular and
regional ﬁlters on the choices we make for design was clear. Examples were
provided of buildings being designed with loca4on, ac4vity and, also, the
natural world as inspira4on. Tailoring technologies and design approaches for
speciﬁc needs, rather than basing such choices on generic assump4ons, was a
clear theme.
Finally, Monitoring and Case-Studies brought us something more tangible.
Empirical evidence demonstra4ng how technologies, or a building as a whole,
perform can provide a level of in-opera4on understanding of building
performance that no theore4cal model can replicate. We are now moving
towards an age where data is more accessible, with more methods for
measuring, storing and processing such data. Modellers should now look
towards new ways of making choices on energy eﬃciency that are
empirically-based, linked to proven good prac4ce, enabling the case-studies
of success presented at PLEA to become the norm.
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The original call for papers for the Light forum aimed at the design of well-lit
environments, acknowledging the innumerable advantages to the occupants,
owners and reinforcing our responsibility to be sustainable and protect the
environment. The response has shown a good interna4onal exposure and a
vibrant interest in relevant topics gathered in the 44 papers accepted from
various countries: Algeria, Australia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Germany, India, Iran, Italy, Japan, Mexico,
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Sweden, Thailand, United
Arab Emirates, United Kingdom and USA. Of these 32 were presented at the
conference in 4 sessions:
• Context and envelope
• Visual and Impact
• Performance and Integra4on
• Energy and Occupant Delight
Light has mul4ple facets. It can add liveliness to the architecture of spaces,
buildings and objects and enhance the indoors and outdoors ameni4es to the
advantage of people (Theodorson). Daylight in par4cular has innumerable
beneﬁts to the health and wellbeing of people, can promote visual comfort
and increase produc4vity in a working environment (Day). Likewise, a new
body of knowledge is emerging on the non-visual eﬀect and its various
applica4ons and impact on people (Zang and Du, Noi).
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Daylight as a free, non-pollu4ng and sustainable resource can ingeniously
interact with the form and layout of buildings, with the shading devices and
light redirec4ng systems, integrate with ar4ﬁcial light, reduce the need for
energy, contribute to energy eﬃciency and lead to low carbon design
(Maharoof, Hasse). However, it is also taken for granted, the use of daylight is
ohen undermined or delegated to the later stages of urban planning and the
design of buildings and openings. This can compromise its eﬀec4veness and
impact. A careful integra4on of daylight with other speciali4es, a thorough
analysis of the climate, context and envelope of buildings taking advantage of
daylight is a way forward and has been looked at by a number of authors and
presenters (Mardaljevic, Pereira, Brembilla, Woo to men4on a few).
Recent developments in the technology of lamps, luminaires and controls,
scien4ﬁc methods to quan4fy, assess and support design, new standards,
codes of prac4ce and regula4ons are raising the awareness of important
research and prac4ce that can create an impact in good design (Haglund). The
impact and visual comfort was interes4ngly presented in both real scenarios
or climate chambers (Shukuya, Lam Lo, Krüger) or in the evalua4on and design
of components (Wienlod, Triantafyllidou, Jara Cerda).
The papers covered a variety of approaches, from simula4ons, including
gene4c algorithms for op4misa4on, physical model measurements as well as
tes4ng in real daylight condi4ons (Fathy, Roldan Rojas). Daylight data
collec4ons and processing were complemented by POE, surveys and
ques4onnaires (Brotas). Light inves4ga4ons were undertaken at an urban
scale and in several types of buildings: residen4al, educa4onal, oﬃces and
working places, shopping centres and hospitals. It also included historical
buildings: a church and a chateau or museums and art galleries.
It is hoped that the Light forum of the PLEA17 conference has made a
contribu4on to the dissemina4on and discussion of the state-of-the-art in the
ﬁeld of light in architectural design in the current framework of sustainable
development. Several presenta4ons focused on daylight and solar radia4on
concepts for sustainable building design and renova4on, the impact on
people’s comfort and wellbeing and the good use of energy resources. The
future can be bright and light can lead us through it!
The forum leader wishes to express gra4tude for Professor John Mardaljevic,
Professor Masanori Shukuya and Dr Jan Wienold for chairing sessions in the
forum and contribu4ng to the debate.
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There are very few areas of design and produc4on that do not thoroughly test
and evaluate the performance of their artefacts. However, the construc4on
industry is one of those areas. Very few buildings are rou4nely evaluated to
see if they work as intended, to see what didn't work and how it can be
avoided, but also to see what was successful and how it can be repeated.
In the contemporary context of rapid change in energy and performance
standards, increasing costs and raised occupant expecta4ons this is not an
acceptable state of aﬀairs. With changing standards and solu4ons most new
buildings have some form of innova4on, so it is vital to evaluate the
outcomes. As well as the requirement to reduce energy and carbon
emissions, we need to produce buildings that meet the needs of occupants.
Architectural design needs to consider the implica4ons of producing buildings
that are in some way an experiment - what are the ethical responsibili4es to
those occupants who are eﬀec4vely the subjects of these experiments? If
design is to evolve it needs to be a posi4on of knowledge and based on
evidence. The use of Building Performance Evalua4on is a cri4cal tool that
needs to become rou4ne.
The range and quality of papers submieed to this Forum – and indeed others
– suggests that this situa4on may at last be changing. For the last two
decades, there has been increasing awareness of the importance of BPE as a
mechanism to achieve energy reduc4ons in prac4ce. It has been shown to be
a tool to improve ﬁne tuning of buildings to improve energy eﬃciency and
comfort, but perhaps more importantly, to improve standards of design and
construc4on.
However, the increasing use of BPE has revealed the presence of Performance
Gaps – diﬀerences between expected and actual consump4on, and it is
becoming increasingly clear that this applies not just to energy consump4on,
but a range of other issues such as Indoor Air Quality.
The need to develop an evidence based approach to design and legisla4on
makes BPE a cri4cal tool and the Forum hosted a wide range of papers that
describe BPE projects from every con4nent and across a wide range of
projects including both new buildings and retroﬁt. The forum received 96
abstract submissions, from which 49 were selected for presenta4on.
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The forum ran in four sessions. The ﬁrst of these concentrated on BPE studies
from non-domes4c buildings, primarily schools and workplaces. Topics ranged
from benchmarking of energy systems in commercial buildings, through to
speciﬁc studies on the performance of façade systems and plug loads on
campus.
The second session was directed at the use of BPE in retroﬁt projects. BPE is
par4cularly appropriate to retroﬁt as it poten4ally allows for before and aher
comparison of performance, and ‘before’ evalua4on can directly inform
design strategies and decisions. The forum received papers on a number of
case studies from Europe, South America, Asia and Australia. These included
single building studies, building typologies, and building elements.
The third session focussed speciﬁcally on the eﬀects of buildings on users,
and user eﬀects on buildings. Buildings are intended for people, but they are
ohen the least considered aspect of design; and they are the subjects of BPE
studies. It is clear from BPE studies that the way that occupants use buildings
can have signiﬁcant impacts on their performance. This interac4on alters
energy use, but also aﬀects occupants in terms of thermal comfort and indoor
air quality. Papers in this session covered poten4al harmful eﬀects, such as
overhea4ng, but also the development of new tools for low impact BPE.
The ﬁnal session included a number of studies from cupng edge projects that
iden4ﬁed key ﬁndings and lessons learned from these. These papers provide
important insights into the use of new design strategies, material and
technologies, but also provided exemplars of developing tools and
technologies for BPE studies.
The session concluded with a discussion about how BPE can become
mainstream. Whilst there is increasing interest and ac4vity in this area it
remains at the edge of architectural prac4ce and following a posi4on paper
on this the Forum discussed strategies and policies for enabling BPE within
the industry. A par4cular focus was a debate around the use of in-use energy
cer4ﬁca4on, currently adopted in Australia. It is certainly becoming apparent
– tragically highlighted to an extreme degree in Grenfell Tower - that there is
a major problem with design and regulatory compliance. The emphasis up
un4l has been on the design professions, but perhaps a way forward is to
focus on the needs of owners and occupants of buildings. They are the ones
that, aher all, have to live with the consequences.
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The forum aeracted a small but very interes4ng range of papers with a focus
on the green infrastructure and its role in a sustainable future. The research
work presented was impressive and informa4ve. The impact of green
infrastructure and the complexity of this context must become more
understood to ensure that the whole urban context is researched.
The role that trees have in modera4ng wind in the urban environment (Yuan
et al.) has a strong rela4onship to species and canopy type. The work shows
that trees have high poten4al to oﬀer condi4oning in city environments.
Simon et al. explores the impact on air quality from urban sited trees and the
heat and water stress that result in produc4on of Isoprene leading to high
ozone concentra4ons. Saaroni et al. presented ﬁndings on the thermal
comfort that can be achieved in outdoor spaces with the use of green
infrastructure. They examine the impact of grass rela4ve to paved surfaces
and consider the role that Urban Green Islands might have in providing urban
scale solu4ons to overhea4ng in ci4es.
Green roofs and their proximity to the building surface are studied by Krebs et
al. to demonstrate the cooling poten4al they have in the hot climate of Brazil.
Igna4us explores the role that Greenery has in Green Building ra4ng tools and
surmises the importance of considering this more carefully in the weigh4ng
for sustainable buildings.
Green infrastructure in its broader deﬁni4on were considered by GauvreauLemelin, looking at the incorpora4on of hemp into wall structures; and by
Naidja et al., considering the geometrical parameters of urban landscape and
the contribu4on this has to shading requirements.
The Green Infrastructure forum demonstrated the signiﬁcant role that the
exterior landscape has in Sustainable ci4es. It also reinforced the need for
detailed modelling and consistent analysis and sharing of informa4on to
inform the current and next genera4on of architects, and urban designers.
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A real problem in trying to design genuinely low carbon buildings is the
almost universal gap between the simulated performance of buildings and
their energy use in real life. The aim of this Forum was to share new
knowledge that might enable the performance gap to be reduced or even
eliminated. There were 25 papers here and the ﬁrst session looked at what
sort of gaps there are and their possible causes, using informa4on from
monitoring studies and performance assessments. One presenta4on
highlighted the lack of correla4on between design ra4ng points for IEQ
(indoor Air Quality) and post occupancy feedback. Another highlighted ﬁxed
and unrealis4c input parameters as a problem. More work is obviously
needed here.
The second session explored current ini4a4ves aimed at addressing
performance gaps. The Australian NABERS was commended for requiring
performance ra4ngs based on measured performance, with design ra4ngs for
informa4on only. NABERS has both Energy and IEQ ra4ngs and is voluntary.
Next the roles of the building user and other people related factors were
reviewed and the importance of enabling and suppor4ng appropriate
individual sustainable behaviours was highlighted. Involving users in the
design process was also highlighted as a key to ensure a ﬁt for purpose
outcome. Good examples included where local requirements and customs,
comfort expecta4ons, knowledge, tradi4on design styles, materials and
labour were incorporated, leading to buildings that were understood, simple
to operate, and sustainable, and districts with valued ameni4es such as cool
green spaces.
The trouble with Post Occupancy Evalua4ons is that they occur when the
mistakes have already been made. The ﬁnal session looked at new tools and
processes and a 'pre-post occupancy' method was presented to enable
problems to be addressed during early design. Another paper proposed a
formal process of feedback loops in industry process and others presented
some inspiring regenera4on processes that look beyond energy and IEQ to
environmental and socio-economic enhancements. Overall the session
provided immensely valuable insights into current gaps and how these gaps
can be bridged.
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Ameliora4on of UHI provides a local narra4ve within which strategies for the
enhancement of urban quality-of-life can ﬁnd acceptance and even ac4ve
support. A poli4cal diﬃculty with ac4on against global climate change is the
inability to see results in the here and now. Tackling the urban climate
change oﬀers immediate and tangible beneﬁts since the nega4ve
consequences of haphazard urbaniza4on is plain to see. This is increasingly
being recognised in interna4onal eﬀorts. Examples include greater focus on
urban climate by the World Meteorological Organisa4on (such as the “WMO
Urban Agenda” – hep://public.wmo.int/en/our-mandate/focus-areas/urbandevelopment-megaci4es/wmo-and-new-urban-agenda); World Health
Organisa4on’'s (WHO) greater aeen4on to public health – especially ageing in
the changing climate (hep://www.who.int/globalchange/en/), and UNHabitat III's smart city and quality of life agenda (hep://unhabitat.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/04/Habitat-III-Issue-Paper-21_Smart-Ci4es- 2.0.pdf
PLEA2017 provided further evidence to the growing importance of UHI
mi4ga4on among built environment researchers. A forum on ‘Cool Ci8es and
UHI’ (Forum 11) elicited the second highest number of papers among the 32
Fora presented at the conference.
While simula4onal studies dominated the proceedings, there were a
considerable number of cupng edge approaches to UHI mi4ga4on and the
promo4on of ‘cool ci4es.’ Evyatar Erell (Ben Gurion University of the Negev,
Israel) pointed out that while air temperature may be a good ‘headline’
indicator of weather condi4ons, mi4ga4on approaches that exclusively focus
on it may lead to inaccurate or even erroneous conclusions. Erell stressed
that prac4cal needs in two areas are the most pressing: improving human
thermal comfort (especially in outdoor spaces) and conserving energy in
buildings.
Hu Du (Cardiﬀ University, UK) aeempted to predict real-4me UHI eﬀects using
the UK Met Oﬃce’s postcode-level forecast data for beeer building energy
consump4on es4ma4on. Based on a calibra4on of predicted vs measured
temperatures he was able to show considerable diﬀerences in summer
cooling loads (up to 42% more than a rural building) while also showing a
slight reduc4on (-12%) in winter hea4ng. This will have signiﬁcant impact on
the es4mated carbon savings from building energy management approaches.
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Chao Yuan (Na4onal University of Singapore) presented recent work on
developing a ﬁne-scale morphological modelling-mapping approach to UHI
studies. This approach could poten4ally lower computa4onal costs compared
to Computa4onal Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simula4on and wind tunnel
experiments. At the same 4me, higher resolu4on wind environment mapping
may also be feasible, providing ﬁne-grained informa4on about air ﬂow
between buildings.
Pan and Du (University of Hong Kong) showed that Sky View Factor (SVF)
plays a leading role in inﬂuencing UHI intensity and thermal comfort as
measured by the Universal Thermal Comfort Index (UTCI). They showed that
an approach they termed as ‘urban villages’ with high-density mid-rise
buildings leads to beeer outdoor thermal environment than contemporary
high-rise but low-density blocks.
Several papers provided evidence from the ﬁeld of the eﬃcacy of UHI
mi4ga4on approaches from around the world. These include the evalua4on
of a sustainable urban redevelopment project in Thessaloniki, Greece, in
terms of microclimate improvement by Chatzidimitriou, et al.; impact of
increasing surface albedo on pedestrian thermal comfort in Delh, the
Netherlands (Taleghani, University of Salford, UK); empirical results from cool
roofs, cool pavements and trees by Werneck and Romero in Brasilia, Brazil;
cool islands by small green spaces in central London (Hanrahan and Hill) and
the cooling eﬀect of shading and MRT in outdoor comfort in Florence, Italy,
(Pearlmueer et al.).
Perhaps the most rewarding outcome of Forum 11 at PLEA2017 is the
poten4al for collabora4on between the climate-sensi4ve design community
as represented by PLEA and UHI researchers from the Interna4onal
Associa4on for Urban Climate (IAUC). This came in the form of a PLEAWUDAPT collabora4ve ini4ated during the sessions.
Recent advancement in urban climate science has occurred through careful
observa4on in controlled circumstances. While this knowledge is embodied
in urban climate models the absence of useful urban data, that is consistent
in scale and coverage, is a major impediment to the development of an urban
climate science that is useful globally. The World Urban Database and Access
Portal Tools (WUDAPT) framework can provide a great service to the
emergence of urban climate science by gathering climate-relevant data and
providing the tools to u4lise these data.
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The entry level WUDAPT protocols (called Level 0 and based on Local Climate
Zone maps and associated lookup tables of range of values of form and
func4on parameters) have gained wide currency across the world. It is now
4me to move up to Level 1 or 2 of the protocols, which will provide enhanced
level of detail, speciﬁcity and numbers of form and func4on parameters.
Crowd-sourcing methods based on building typology (BT) might provide a
means to genera4ng the desired details on building form and func4on. In
par4cular, the mee4ng heard from of several leading proponents of the
WUDAPT process (J Ching, G Mills, J Hidalgo) a proposal to use architectural
archetypes as the basis for deriving informa4on on BT.
Such an approach could proﬀer mutual beneﬁts: Establish common but
systema4c guidance and approach to crowdsourcing with “Local Experts in
LCZ paradigm.” A call from the WUDAPT community was thus issued to the
PLEA audience to join hands in this quest at a cri4cal juncture in the
‘Anthropocene’ period. Several volunteers signed up for this eﬀort. The
following approach was agreed upon as the way forward for PLEA-WUDAPT
collabora4on:
a. Provide guidance on BT within city, regional and worldwide
variability.
b. Crowdsourcing leadership and/or par4cipa4on
c. Sampling deployment strategies
d. Iden4fying and incorpora4ng Cadastre, Metadata
It is hoped that this boeom-up approach might lead to a more formal linkage
between the two communi4es, leading to a long and fruiwul collabora4on in
the years to come.
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Unprecedented rises in global temperatures have begun to have a huge range
of impacts of varying severity. These impacts have resulted in system failures
including overhea4ng of buildings, breakdown of communi4es, the rising
costs of keeping cool or warm and the growing inability of sec4ons of the
popula4on to aﬀord the necessary energy to do so.
The idea of adapta4on or ‘bouncing forwards’ to a beeer safer future is key,
and this forum was designed to share and discuss new research and
innova4ve thinking to make that happen. There were 19 interna4onal papers
presented, that focussed on measuring impacts of climate change on urban
environments, and providing tools and resources to deal with those impacts.
The forum was organised into three sessions focussing on:
• Urban scale solu4ons
• Building scale solu4ons
• Innova4ve methodologies
The papers presented in the urban scale solu4ons session included
measurement and simula4on of microclima4c eﬀects of green infrastructure
in São Paulo and cooling eﬀects of pavement watering in Paris during extreme
hot weather. A key theme of the session was the increased interest in
incorpora4ng urban environmental factors (eleva4on, greenery, and
buildings) into the geo-spa4al analysis of urban hot areas during hot weather.
The building scale solu4ons session had papers focussing in improving
thermal comfort and energy use in dwellings across Nigeria, Albania and
Cuba, along with ﬂood mi4ga4on in Bogota. Some of the innova4ve solu4ons
included incorpora4on of ver4cal farms and green roofs for improving the
indoor thermal environment during hot weather.
The innova4ve methodologies session revealed novel approaches to assess
the climate-responsive adaptability of buildings in warm humid climates of
India and Taiwan. A new method of deﬁni4on of clima4c classiﬁca4on based
on human comfort was proposed for Mexico to establish a beeer rela4onship
between occupant percep4on and their climate.
The aeendees of the Forum felt that much of the new thinking on how we
can ‘climate-proof’ our ci4zens, buildings, ci4es and regions had been aptly
covered by papers in this Forum.
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The broad range of topics presented in the conjoined Forum on Historic and
Vernacular Buildings traced the interfaces between architectural design,
details and materials, environment and climate, tradi4on and culture. It dealt
with diﬀerent geo-clima4c regions – from hot humid Meso-America, to hot
hyper-arid North Africa, to cold dry Tibet, subtropical India and Indonesia,
and the broader regions of the People’s Republic of China. Building
typologies, tradi4onal materials, their poten4al upgrade, surveying and
monitoring methodologies were presented. What characterized most of the
presenta4ons was a very sensi4ve rela4onship to the tradi4onal and the
vernacular, considering them as legi4mate poten4al solu4ons for the
understanding of current and future needs. A key issue here is that the cri4cal
observa4on and analysis of such prototypes and cases is an impera4ve need,
lest we fall into the “Tradi4onal Technology Trap” (Roaf, S. 1990, Trialog,
25: 26-33). A message must be that people in less industrialized socie4es and
in past ages have managed to make the best use of what was available in
terms of materials and technologies. However, these may not be op4mal or
suﬃcient for today’s needs, inﬂuenced by popula4on growth, rapid
urbaniza4on, rising living standards in developed countries with Less
Developed Countries following closely and, not least, environmental
challenges of worrying magnitude, clima4c exacerba4on among them.
Thus, tradi4onal prototypes, materials and technologies need to be
considered in a cri4cal manner and provide appropriate upgrades and
solu4ons for a changing climate, and changing socio-economic trends.
The tools and methods at our disposal today allow us indeed to analyse
extensively what could only be assessed in the past. Diﬀerent simula4on
sohware, including shading, temperature and air movement, allow the
architect to test diﬀerent op4ons and reach a fairly good pre-construc4on
understanding of microclima4c condi4ons, energy usage projec4ons, thermal
comfort and overall building performance. Important too are economically
accessible and rela4vely simple monitoring systems can provide the architect
with post-construc4on, post-occupancy data, both on the building
performance and its usability.
Much of the know-how is out there, but needs to be geographically and
culturally contextualized, avoiding a blind roman4cism and idealiza4on of the
historic and the vernacular. Only such a process will ensure the appropriate
adapta4on of past knowledge to future needs, gran4ng it the legi4macy
inherent in what has been tested, evaluated and shown to be suitable for
future needs.
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This forum heard from a wide range of contributors who oﬀered an equally
wide range of viewpoints. Several themes emerged from the session.
Can tradi4onal architecture contribute to new ways of designing and
opera4ng buildings? Which in itself could be perceived as a leading ques4on.
And a building is more than just a home, it and its residents will also need to
interact in a viable and successful community. In the upgrade of older
buildings, care needs to be taken not to cause a diﬀerent set of technical and
social problems. The risks might be addressed by modelling although,
understandably, there are reserva4ons about its eﬀec4veness.
Some4mes, a tradi4onal building is not ac4ng as it was designed. Progressive
loss of tradi4onal building performance, through modern interven4ons, will
degrade performance (passive performance, e.g. ven4la4on, in par4cular).
Progressive isola4on from the environment and the evolu4on of expecta4on
of comfort was also explored: how is tradi4onal housing progressively
changing, and how it is no longer performing as it used to do.
Humanising modernism – it can be done. Studies discussed the successful reuse of post-war buildings in dense urban contexts, but for this to work it
needs strong leadership from civic authori4es. Repair and upgrade rather
than demoli4on for carbon and resource reten4on. Design quality in post war
Social Housing is actually quite good; it is easy to cri4cise some aspects of
post war construc4on, but it is our heritage and its architectural quality
should be respected; and indeed it is s4ll popular.
A desire to implement non mechanical solu4ons, and the re-instatement of
natural amenity, especially in monuments.
However, pilot studies took place and results of monitoring will inevitably
speed up the renova4on of other buildings once revealed and conﬁdence of
buildings owners or historic buildings trusts is established, so we can just
watch the space now and hope an era of massive refurbishment will take oﬀ.
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Conclusion:
The refurbishment of historic buildings seems to s4ll be a serious issue as
many ques4ons are s4ll to be answered by the research community in the
built environment.
The major concern is what historic buildings will we leave to future
genera4ons if we are not sure about the consequences of any refurbishment
undertaken as many phenomena such as, moisture migra4on through
buildings’ fabric, and its poten4al damaging capabili4es are s4ll to be
assessed and this involves years or monitoring and observa4on.
The introduc4on of computer generated analysis of buildings’ behaviour did
add a lot to the understanding of historic buildings by the research
community but we are s4ll hesitant to take these data as fact since no
comparison with real buildings have been observed hence the delay in taking
serious repairs and energy improvement of historic buildings at the moment.
However, pilot studies took place and results of monitoring will inevitably
speed up the renova4on of other buildings once revealed and conﬁdence of
buildings owners or historic buildings trusts is established, so we can just
watch the space now and hope an era of massive refurbishment will take oﬀ.
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Building performance simula4on provides an unsurpassed means to test the
robustness of proposed design solu4ons under realis4c opera4ng condi4ons
and in terms of the many conﬂic4ng cost and performance aeributes that
need to be kept in balance. That said, the approach will necessarily
correspond to an ideal state with respect to system opera4onal parameters,
including occupant interac4ons. Performance in prac4ce may therefore be
diﬀerent from the design intent, a gap that can be addressed by rou4ne
condi4ons monitoring suppor4ng remedial ac4on informed by 4mely
feedback. This is an emerging possibility enabled by no4ons such as ‘design
by simula4on’, ‘internet of things’, ‘big data analy4cs’ and automa4c diagnosis
applied to building estates. This conference theme was established to
encompass paper presenta4on addressing developments in the applica4on of
building performance simula4on at the design and opera4onal stages with
par4cular emphasis on approaches that connect the two phases and thereby
help to bridge the performance gap.
While the papers assigned to this session cover some aspects of the above,
this coverage is by no means complete. The session summary provided here is
therefore a signiﬁcant but par4al snap-short of developments in the digital
design ﬁeld.
16 papers were presented in two thema4c sessions as follows.
Building Performance Assessment
Yun Kyu Yi, Performance-based 3D interior space layout op4miza4on.
Antonio Carbonari, Buildings with large glazed surfaces: op4miza4on of solar
control strategies in rela4on to the building's thermal iner4a.
Francisco Carrasco, Computa4onal simula4on analysis and calibra4on of
insula4on in social housing in the city of Valparaíso, Chile.
Roy Sigalingging, Assessing cooling energy load and dehumidiﬁca4on in
housing built to Passivhaus standard in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Bianca Negreiros, Thermal performance simula4on of green roof on social
housing in hot and dry climate in Brazil.
Kazuaki Nakaohkubo, Shape op4miza4on of louver by numerical analysis of
solar radia4on.
Joana Gonçalves, The environmental poten4al of mul4-storey housing in
central São Paulo: an opportunity for reoccupying the city.
Jiwei Li, The analysis and design strategy research of the new edi4on
“Assessment Standard for Green Building of China".
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Design Tools
Pil Brix Purup, Towards a holis4c approach to low-energy building design:
consequences of metrics for evalua4on of spa4al quality on design.
Mathieu Schumann, Interdisciplinarity around design tools for new buildings
and districts: the ANR MERUBBI project.
Helge Simon, Evalua4on of ENVI-met's mul4ple-node model and es4ma4on
of indoor climate.
Emanuele Naboni, Outdoor comfort simula4on in architectural design
process: a qualita4ve assessment of tools.
Giuseppe Peronato, Integra4ng urban energy simula4on in a parametric
design environment.
Hidenori Kawai, Outdoor space modelling for BIM-based building thermal
simula4on.
Thomas Leduc, Limit the buildings envelope in order to prevent the
surroundings mask eﬀect: towards an eﬃcient implementa4on in the
SketchUp context.
Anas Hosny, A parametric sensi4vity analysis of the impact of built
environment geometrical variables on building energy consump4on.
A summary of the messages inherent in these papers is as follows:
• There is much focus on op4misa4on whereby simula4on is employed
to provide performance outcomes against design parameter
varia4ons that represent speciﬁc issues such as space layout and solar
control.
• Simula4on is rou4nely being employed to improve the performance
of speciﬁc building types or, conversely, to understand the essen4al
features of designs observed to perform well in prac4ce or that
represent a higher performance standard than the norm.
• Simula4on is regarded as the best method to evaluate the
performance of new technologies before deployment and is
especially useful in iden4fying likely impacts across a range of issues
such as energy, comfort, air quality and environmental impact.
• Simula4on is being used as the underpinning technique in the
development of design standards and assessment procedures at the
na4onal level.
• There is a marked trend to develop holis4c tools that address hitherto
separate problem domains such as the linking of building physics and
indoor/ outdoor micro-climate.
• There is growing focus on urban issues such as city-scale shading,
solar/ daylight access, local energy schemes and urban canyon
comfort.
• There is a con4nuing focus on the need for mul4-discipline
engagement in modelling studies in order to ensure acceptable tradeoﬀs between conﬂic4ng performance requirements.
• There is growing recogni4on that many problems require the
applica4on of complementary assessment tools and that this, in turn,
requires greater compa4bility between the BIM applica4ons that
generate 3D models.
• There is a growing requirement for automated parametric.
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This proved to be a lively and also thoughwul set of papers which despite
having the ‘catch all’ phrase of Aesthe8cs and Design, focused on speciﬁc
interpreta4ons of how aspects of design aﬀected the overall architectural
aesthe4c of various buildings in some instances or within a philosophical
apprecia4on of architectural style in other papers.
The ﬁrst session commenced with a strong compara4ve analysis by Hawkes
and Lawrence on the diﬀerence in style between two rela4vely recent
architecture school addi4ons at the Macintosh and Manchester schools of
architecture. Further paper presenta4ons followed which compared
architectural design with stylis4c concerns, including Passivhaus design
(Carter and Zhao) and also philosophical approaches to style, (Veglia and
Fionnocharrio).
In the next session discussions included explora4ons of how colour aﬀected
design, (Nigra and later on Hagenlocker) the inﬂuence of Frank Lloyd Wright’s
housing designs on percep4ons of style, (Desmond) and other approaches to
style from diﬀerent na4onali4es and regions. The ﬁnal session gave space for
prac44oners to discuss their approaches to style in architectural design,
(Donovan and Widera).
Aher each session a short period of discussion followed which was well
u4lised. Given the number of speakers it was a feat to keep sessions within
4me. We had only one ‘no show’ from our 18 paper givers and incredibly full
aeendance throughout. As at the end of the sessions there was no doubt that
the panel had been popular to many aeenders - this might well have been
because of the diversity and quality of the speakers.
It was a challenge to have the sessions run together successfully and I would
like to thank the presenters for doing such a good job in keeping within 4me
and the aeenders for being model audiences. Most papers were of
publishable quality and thus it is hoped aher the late publica4on of the PLEA
proceedings the authors will also ensure that this will take place through their
individual eﬀorts as the original panel chair was unfortunately unable to
contribute to the session. I would otherwise be willing to work with a relevant
journal to put together an edi4on focusing on key papers presented in this
panel.
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Forum 16 provides a demonstra4on of the complexity that faces us when
sepng out to design Low Carbon Buildings (LCBs). In the 1990s we focussed
on energy eﬃciency in buildings, following the simple design mantras like
those embedded in the Passive House movement: Good windows, no
draughts or cold bridges and lots of insula4on. Towards the end of the 20th
century the fashion appeared for relying largely on mechanical ven4la4on
and heat exchange for air changes, though how this led to low carbon
emissions than simply opening a window in most seasons is unclear. By the
2000s the integra4on of solar energy into buildings provided a very successful
means of substan4ally reducing carbon emissions from buildings and so
became popular. By the 2010s the falling price of solar energy made it a must
have feature of LCBs, except with some architects who could not grasp its
beneﬁts and some who felt that solar panels spoilt the clean lines of their
designs.
In the 2000s Sustainability became the over-riding concern for environmental
designers but rather to the confusion of many as they tried to juggle apples
and pears in order to ascertain the rela4ve merits of designs. Parallel to the
sustainability ra4ngs programmes there also emerged the typically much
more detailed and scien4ﬁc ﬁeld of carbon accoun4ng, involving various
methods of assessing the carbon emissions resul4ng from buildings over their
build or life 4me. Life Cycle Assessment enabled a much more rigorous
approach quan4fying carbon impacts but one clear problem was that the top
down accoun4ng methods, designed for use by governments to enable them
to mark their progress against na4onal and interna4onal carbon reduc4on
targets, were incompa4ble with the boeom-up approaches used on the
ground to base-line, benchmark and rate compara4ve performances between
buildings.
Then in the 2010s, as the impacts of a warming climate began to seriously
manifest themselves on the ground, the European, American and Australian
quests to move to lower carbon building types and stocks moved, as energy
eﬃciency had a decade before, towards the back seat and the driving
concerns turned towards issues of resilience.
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What became apparent in Forum 16 was that actually good design decisions
lead not only to lower carbon buildings but also to more robust, and resilient,
ones in which people are more likely to be able to survive successfully than in
many high energy, fragile, high carbon models. What is also clear from the
papers is that for designers, things have become much more complex in the
quest for carbon reduc4ons than simply upping the U Value of a wall.
For those interested in following the ideas deliberated on in this Forum – turn
to the fourteen opening papers in the third Volume of the PLEA 2017
Proceedings, available from the home page of the conference website:
www.plea2017.net.
The papers in this Forum cover many diﬀerent aspects of issues related to the
ﬁeld. Three papers deal with the challenge of managing and designing for
carbon reduc4ons at the city and district levels, others then look at eﬀec4ng
generic reduc4ons on diﬀerent sectors of the housing stock, from historic to
high rise buildings. Several deal with low carbon designing for actual
individual buildings and building elements, like the envelope, and two others
deal with the metrics of accoun4ng for carbon reduc4ons. Some take a ﬁrst
cost approach to carbon assessments whole others look at whole life costs for
the stocks.
What is really interes4ng are the ‘next step’ papers, that are now not only
looking at how the buildings are structured, ﬁeed out and furnished, but also
how they are used, viewed and habituated to with evidence from studies in
schools, homes, oﬃces and 4mber historic buildings. There is even a paper on
‘produc4ve’ envelopes where the skin of the building oﬀers a carbon
exchange opportunity through its covering of living plants. Perhaps most
fascina4ng of all is the example of energy (and hence) carbon storage in ice –
in the historic ice-houses of Iran. See how they do the math on that one,
which raises another important ques4on of ‘how do you carbon account for
energy storage’?
Read the papers and explore the challenges they embody in the proceedings
if you are interested. Everyone should be because once the scale of the
climate change impacts currently unravelling become even more apparent
everyone will eventually have to learn how to count and reduce their building
carbs. A ﬁnal thought – when exactly will that great Building Diet begin?
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Compared to the substance and materiality of buildings themselves, sun,
wind, air, light and temperature seem like highly ephemeral elements.
However, building physics and other methodologies of environmental
architecture now measures and is able to design with these parameters with
incredible precision. By contrast, the social and cultural dimensions of
environmental architecture are ohen either overlooked, or ohen thought of
as diﬃcult to quan4fy. Papers in this session, however, demonstrated that
careful and robust enquiry into these dimensions of sustainable prac4ce can
shed valuable light on issues on eﬀec4ng environmental change within the
built environment.
The papers presented explored a diversity of issues ranging from the history
of early conceptual frameworks for understanding environmental
technologies within architecture (McGlynn); the development of tools for
measuring social sustainability of projects in rural China (Li and Ng);
theorisa4ons of pedestrian comfort in a Brazilian clima4c context (Lelis
Rabelo); self-construc4on design guidelines for informal communi4es in
Medellín, Colombia (Lopera Aguirre); and the uses of ‘nostalgia’ in
permaculture design (Loveday).
Despite the wide spread of papers, the subsequent discussion uncovered
numerous overlapping themes. Of par4cular interest were the lively
contribu4ons around the ques4ons of the ways in which non-physical
characteris4cs of environmental performance should be measured and
valued. As environmental issues and aspira4ons increasingly become woven
into the fabric of daily life, they are becoming part of architectural culture in
ways that go beyond the conven4onal par44oning of the discipline into
various ﬁelds of technical specialisa4on. At the same 4me, society had large is
arguably s4ll have yet to experience the kind of ‘cultural shih’ necessary to
transform lifestyles and consump4on paeerns in ways that might have a
signiﬁcant impact on carbon emissions, resource deple4on, energy sources
and ﬂows, or declines in biodiversity.
Another notable feature of the discussions the papers elicited was the
important reminder that ques4ons of environmental sustainability are not
just issues of popular concern in developed socie4es, but are also being
debated and acted upon in developing and non-western contexts, and raise
signiﬁcant issues, ques4ons and challenges in rela4on to widely diﬀering
cultural concep4ons of the rela4onship between society and what in the
West we call ‘nature’ or ‘environment’.
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Another key issue was cultural and social modali4es for eﬀec4ng change
within the material realm. Because architecture and design is a key conduit
for transla4ng ‘culture’ into material reali4es and giving form to collec4ve
social ambi4ons, an explicit considera4on of cultural and social forma4ons
and their connec4on to the arena of environmental architecture and design
seems more urgent than ever.
It is also worth adding one more note of contemporary urgency that may help
to draw aeen4on to the themes under considera4on amongst the papers in
the forum: in an age where the United States has announced its withdrawal
from the Paris Climate Agreement, and with governments in several
important countries toying with, or even ac4vely pursuing a strategy of
turning back the clock on a whole range of environmental policies and
ini4a4ves, it’s important to recognise that culture itself, and the role it has in
structuring the values and ordering of society, has become ‘weaponised’.
That might seem like a sensa4onalist claim un4l one turns one’s mind to the
way in which, over the past few years, vast amounts of money have been
poured into using big data collected from social media and other sources, by
ﬁrms like Cambridge Analy4ca and SCL Elec4ons, to produce targe4ng
algorithms with the express inten4on of reshaping people’s beliefs, opinions
and understanding of the world – in other words what anthropologists used
to classically call ‘culture’, and more recently call the social ‘imaginary’ –
shihing that in favour of certain agendas and interests.
In this situa4on, the goals of environmental sustainability, mi4ga4ng and
adap4ng to climate change, advoca4ng and pursuing par4cular policies and
standards with regards to the built and natural environments, ﬁnd themselves
now opera4ng within and having to adjust themselves to dealing with this
new reality. Under these condi4ons, considera4on of eﬀec4ve strategies for
social dissemina4on of values environmental sustainability, careful aeen4on
to the history of their produc4on within ﬁelds of knowledge or as popular
aﬀects, or advoca4ng and pursuing par4cular policies and standards – as
ar4culated in the papers of this forum – are all important ways that
scholarship and design prac4ce is able to contest the self-interested agendas
of environmental retrenchment.
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Where beeer to talk about the future of ci4es than in one of the most
durable in the world. Beneath the great fortress of Edinburgh Castle the
stone streets and buildings have an air of being able to survive another
thousand years without changing gear. So it was ﬁpng that in this forum with
its ten papers given by speakers from seven diﬀerent countries that a wide
range of case studies, methodologies and ﬁndings were presented. The
challenges of dealing with issue around the planning, design and
development of such complex en44es as ci4es integral to the range of ideas
presented in this Forum.
For the development of new ci4es in China the eﬀec4veness of copying from
examples of successful ci4es elsewhere, such as Singapore, were explored
and reviewed by Ying Hu and Zhongjie Lin to provide a balanced case study of
the pros and cons of so doing. Design tools to maximise the energy and
carbon beneﬁts of new urban areas were presented by Shota Tamura for the
planning of Fuchu in the Hiroshima district of Japan. Serge Faraut provided a
comparable study of evalua4ng the beneﬁts of diﬀerent town-scale building
morphologies. But then ci4es are not just about energy as a case study from
Medellin in Colombia showed where the presen4ng author Annie Gomez
Pa4no argues that actually investment in low cost housing should be
maximised because such developments are a Public Health issues as well and
a cost and design challenge. Leena Thomas presented work from Sydney,
Australia in which sustainability and resilience were seen as mul4-variate and
related to what proper4es were wanted, needed and planned for at the
urban scale. Using a set of mapping indicators priori4es for the planners could
be set and decisions made on the basis of well-conceived and executed
evidence based data collec4on and analysis.
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Such an approach would also illuminate the opportuni4es of building the
adap4ve capacity (AC) of seelements which was reinforced in a number of
papers. AC can be built physically as Simone Medio showed by exploi4ng
underused areas in ci4es like building of the available and u4lisable roofs, as
has been done in Amsterdam. AC can be increased using new data collec4on
techniques where the feasibility of bike sharing schemes in Budapest has
increased through the use of loca4on sensors and Smart management
systems. But ul4mately educa4on of ci4zens in the available opportuni4es
open to them and their integra4on into the decision making processes are
essen4al in order for change to happen at all and for the right change to
happen. Inji Kenawy provided an excellent example of the importance of
pupng real, local people into design and planning processes in his
illumina4ng study of the deser4ﬁca4on of Siwa in Egypt and the importance
of ci4zen par4cipa4on in building resilience in the region. This message was
reinforced by Craig Mar4n in the study from delh of the Societal Impact
Methodology that has been rolled out across a number of European ci4es to
connect ci4zens to the societal and technological costs and impacts of new
developments in exis4ng European ci4es.
This Forum provided a fascina4ng range of papers and highlighted how
complex and important the challenge is of gepng city planning and design
right for the long term health and well-being not only of the ci4zens of those
ci4es but also the planet. Never has this been truer than now when the
system capaci4es of ci4es are not only straining under the pressures of
burgeoning popula4ons but also under the strain of extreme weather events
and trends.
One of the biggest wake-up calls of the Forum and the Conference was
provided one of the biggest wake-up calls for the Forum and the Conference
was provided in the presenta4on by Professor Ken Ichi Kimura on the impacts
of the failure of the Fukushima nuclear plant in Japan on the lives, buildings
and regions aﬀected by this catastrophic event. Very diﬃcult to think about
how to plan for such catastrophes, but as we are ﬁnding in a warming world –
we will have to think harder to prepare our socie4es and our built
environments for what is to come, to lessen its impacts or at best to avoid it.
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Empowering and enabling communi4es should be fundamental to designing
thriving, low carbon built environments, but the desires and needs of
communi4es, par4cularly the poorest, are ohen given liele considera4on by
professionals, academics and policy makers. It’s too easy to think we know
best, or that the technical evidence we consider is beyond the grasp of the
communi4es we serve. Yet our opening paper from the Philippines, which
gained one of the conference awards, showed how even the poorest can be
eﬀec4vely engaged and empowered, in this case through helping them secure
tenure and assert their rights to safe and secure housing. This emphasis on
empowerment has strong parallels with both Scopsh history and the current
Empowering Communi4es agenda, and demonstrated how much can be
learnt from sharing knowledge across even substan4al environmental, social
and economic divides.
Other papers covered issues of community living, an example of how
increasing standards have led to the normalisa4on of the provision of low
cost sustainability features, such as cycle racks, which un4l recently were seen
as ‘nice to have’ op4ons for richer developments. The issues of tools was
explored with a paper from the USA that raised a diﬃcult ques4on for those
of us whose research ohen strays into the poli4cal sphere. The team’s analysis
of data from the USA’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
cer4ﬁca4on program showed that educa4on has been a more signiﬁcant
factor than income in driving up price premiums for higher rated proper4es.
This provided data that emphasised the importance of income in community
dynamics. A paper from Switzerland demonstrated how the tools of the
future will need to reﬂect the transi4ons in the mind sets of both
prac44oners and the communi4es they serve to arrive at eﬀec4ve solu4ons.
These themes all have a strong resonance in Scotland, which as well as being
home to the Enlightenment has an extensive and growing network of
transi4on communi4es, ranging from rich and urbanite Edinburgh to the
struggling former coal towns and isolated communi4es in the highlands and
islands. All have their own local tradi4ons, cultures, dialects, and, most
importantly, needs; and, as our opening papers showed, in order to really
understand those needs and how they can be met through transi4ons you
have to immerse yourself in the mind sets and aptudes behind them.
This is one of the joys of studying transi4ons – empowering ourselves by
ques4oning conven4onal wisdom, and then using that learning to understand
how to empower and enable our communi4es.
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No other professions have undergone as drama4c a transforma4on in the past
decades as that of the design and construc4on professions. Educa4on for the
crea4ve and construc4on industries con4nually needs to assimilate the changes
in rapidly evolving building markets into the courses to create ﬁt for purpose
and eﬀec4ve young professionals. Aimed at broadening and deepening the
debate on how well the educa4on and training (ET) of design professionals are
in fact contribu4ng to shaping a Thriving Future for Designers papers were
invited for the Forum on subjects relevant but not limited to: teaching delivery
models, experien4al and inquiry-based learning, design studio experimenta4on,
trans-disciplinary experiences, and the way in which these help shape such a
future. Over 60 papers were received, 34 papers were accepted, of which 31
papers were presented as part of the ET Forum Sessions. The diversity of topics
and issues were grouped under the following headings:
a) Built Environment Educa8on for Sustainability - Expanding the Scope:
This theme represents an aeempt to address the way in which the
scope of built environment educa4on for sustainability is expanding.
Issues relevant to the no4on of sustainable architecture and its
underlying the mul4tude of perspec4ves and understandings, were part
of the discussions.
b) Community and Social Responsibility in Architectural and Urban
Educa8on: This theme generated a lively discussion about the role of
the university in shaping the future of social sustainability within and
beyond the boundaries of learning sepngs such as studios or
classrooms.
c) Renova8on, Technology, and Materiality in Design Pedagogy:
Sustainable architecture and innova4ve technologies for deep
renova4on of school buildings, as part of design learning experience
was an important key topic.
d) Architectural Educa8on across the Boundaries of Cultures and Regions:
From all corners of the globe teaching experiences, and experiments
were discussed. Themes included experien4al aesthe4cs, ins4tu4onal
challenges of architectural educa4on, diploma and gradua4on projects
and sustainable tradi4onal construc4on techniques in the architectural
curriculum.
e) Design Learning for Eﬃciency: A rich range of approaches addressing
energy included papers on teaching for ligh4ng design, energy
conserva4on, smart building design, the development of appropriate
metrics for them and the integra4on of educa4on, research, and
knowledge with BIM (building informa4on modelling). The role of
social media in teaching was also a popular topic.
Educa4on at all stages of careers is cri4cal for architects and engineers in a
rapidly changing world and the lively debates and warm discussions here were
an indica4on of the rising challenge of gepng educa4on right in for all
educa4on markets and providers.
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Construction
Phil Banfill
Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh
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The 19 papers in the Construc4on Forum conﬁrmed the truth of the twin
adages that (1) everything has to be built out of something and (2) the art of
construc4on is using available those somethings in such a way that they are
not exposed to condi4ons that they cannot tolerate. Consequently, the forum
heard about 4mber, rammed earth, reinforced concrete, glass facades and
various thermal insula4on products, being used in both residen4al and nonresiden4al buildings, constructed using both on-site and oﬀ-site prefabricated
methods in countries across the world – Australia, China, Malaysia, Japan,
Bangladesh, Switzerland, Netherlands, UK, Brazil, Mexico and North America.
Topics covered included life cycle assessment, air4ghtness, thermal comfort,
insula4on detailing, the sustainable materials supply chain, design prac4ces,
cost trends and road traﬃc noise. This wide diversity of subject maeer
precluded any possibility of classiﬁca4on into themes and it was gra4fying
that every paper held something of interest to the audience that enabled
some detailed ques4on and answer sessions to take place.
Clearly construc4on research world-wide is healthy and there is suﬃcient
breadth of subject maeer to keep researchers busy between PLEA
conferences.
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Water and Waste
David Kelly
Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh
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Water plays a crucial role in the way we all live our lives and its supply and
waste systems are inter-twined with the very fabric of our built environments.
We depend on clean and safe water supplies to meet our daily needs: we use
it for drinking and bathing, for growing food and producing resources, for
crea4ng beau4ful urban vistas and also for providing fun and recrea4on. Our
modern civilisa4ons and civic socie4es are built on founda4ons of reliable
sanita4on and drainage systems for distribu4ng and storing wastewater and
rainwater. Yet, the management of these vital water systems are facing
signiﬁcant challenges globally due to rising popula4ons, urban densiﬁca4on,
and climate change impacts. The growing frequency of water shortages,
ﬂooding, and watercourse pollu4on are all signs that our exis4ng
infrastructures are stressed and increasingly less able to cope. New ways of
organising and regula4ng the ﬂow of water in and around our ci4es, towns,
and villages is needed that not only sustains a healthy natural environment
whilst mee4ng human needs, but that also harmoniously integrates water
cycle management into our built environments.
Despite the importance of this topic, the Water & Waste forum was actually
one of the smallest at PLEA 2017, with just seven accepted academic papers.
Perhaps this reﬂects the apparent delay in water reaching the aeen4on of
government agendas and every day designers. Now, however, water policy
and ac4on is taking an increasingly centre stage posi4on within other
environmental issues such as energy, carbon, and climate change, not least
because of the rising incidences of system failures, ohen related to extreme
rainfall events. This is an important and exci4ng area for future research and
development.
The challenge of urban ﬂooding was the focus of two of the papers, both
presen4ng very diﬀerent approaches. The ﬁrst looked at a range of design
and construc4on strategies for the sustainable adapta4on and retroﬁt of
exis4ng housing for ﬂood resistance, whilst the second presented a shih in
ﬂood resilience through the design of sustainable ﬂoa4ng housing to cope
with ﬂash ﬂood events. The need to recast urban planning to incorporate
sustainable water management approaches was the focus of a further two
papers that highlighted the need for a holis4c strategy for combing water/
wastewater treatment, water distribu4on, and rainwater management, in a
sustainable and environmentally-focused way.
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Applica4on of the circular economy thinking was also presented as a way of
overcoming currently linear water consump4on and disposal models. Two
papers addressed the issue of water conserva4on, emphasising the
importance of understanding end-use behaviours for successful water
reduc4on strategies within buildings, and for the need for universal water
policies, which is becoming especially per4nent in developing countries due
to the escala4ng impacts of economic growth, rising middle classes and
related increasing per capita water consump4on paeerns. The ﬁnal paper of
this forum tackled the issues of both water conserva4on and food produc4on
with the presenta4on of a novel building integrated aquaponic system that
produces food (ﬁsh) and uses condensa4on water from air condi4oning
systems (a waste resource) as a sustainable water supply.
The topics discussed cover the breadth of water related challenges facing
society today: ﬂooding, urban water management, water conserva4on,
sustainable food produc4on. These are topics that require mul4-disciplinary
and mul4-sector ac4on, and urgently. Built environment researchers and
prac44oners are ideally placed to pioneer a whole range of sustainable water
futures, many of which were touched on in these papers at PLEA 2017.
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Sound
Laurent Galbrun
Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh
The sound forum covered both indoor [1-4,7] and outdoor noise problems [5,6].
In par4cular, emphasis was placed on oﬃce noise [1,2], hospital noise [3,4] and
urban noise [5,6]. The presenta4ons highlighted noise issues typically
associated with large indoor open spaces and high ac4vity levels, as well as
correla4ons between urban noise and geometrical parameters (e.g. building
geometry, street height and street width).
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The studies conﬁrmed that tradi4onal engineering noise control solu4ons are
not suﬃcient for dealing with today’s acous4cal challenges, and a number of
innova4ve approaches and solu4ons were presented. For oﬃce noise, these
included the deﬁni4on of geometric indicators that can be used to quan4fy
workplace geometry and noise geometry [1], as well as the use of water
features than can improve the oﬃce soundscape and provide privacy through
masking [2]. For hospital noise, the development of sound absorbers that can
fulﬁl hygienic requirements was described [3], as well as an interven4on
proposal for improving the acous4cs of a children’s hospital [4]. Urban noise
papers focused on urban and building geometries and how these aﬀect urban
noise [5,6], providing indicators that could be used for urban planning. Finally,
one study also described innova4ve natural ven4la4on designs that can insure
eﬀec4veness in ven4la4on as well as sound aeenua4on [7].
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Transport
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As I tried to demonstrate in my Keynote plenary talk on PLEA 2017 opening
day, we are facing several simultaneous revolu4ons:
• The electric vehicle, boat, plane revolu4on.
• The related baeery revolu4on.
• The solar and new renewable energy revolu4on.
In the presenta4on I used the Norway’s Electric Vehicle Revolu4on as a case.
Although the revolu4on was about technological advances it was also about
people. It was people that got together across tradi4onal professional borders
to push authori4es including the Brundtland Government to introduce the
World’s best electric vehicle incen4ves. But it was not easy. It took a world
famous singer, an aggressive environmentalist and me – an architect/now
professor to grab the aeen4on of the press so that our message and
proposals could gain momentum back in 1989. We embarrassed the oil
expor4ng Norwegian Government led by Brundtland – the head of the UN
Commission of Environment and Development.
Today, the challenges are very diﬀerent.
Today, the global industries of transporta4on are ﬁnally delivering the
products we claimed they could have delivered decade or two ago but did not
want to because they had invested in expensive produc4on lines that made a
lot of money for them. So why should they kill their money machines?
Today, the industry has understood the challenges ahead, although many are
s4ll dragging their feet refusing to see that Detroit – the home of car
produc4on - fell because of huge misjudgements as to what kind of vehicles
the public would ask for the next day. The industry has understood that
climate change, the two degrees C target, less use of raw materials, recycling,
energy eﬃciency and the use of renewable energy have already led to
fundamental changes. The produc4on lines of the factories will need to
reﬂect these changes or suﬀer closure as a result of less demand for their outdated products.
So, when I met all the engaged PLEA 2017 people in Edinburgh I realised that
the world is a completely diﬀerent place from my ﬁrst PLEAs (number 2 and
3) back in the early nineteen eigh4es in Greece and Mexico. In those days we
were the revolu4onaries talking of what could happen. Now it has happened
and we must shih our focus to make sure we stay at the forefront of the
revolu4ons of the future. We must deliver new knowledge that is applicable
to the challenges of the future.
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PLEA 2017 did just that – pointed forward, while documen4ng the past. It was
a great event!
In the Forums we saw many great thoughts and projects described in a
scien4ﬁc low-voice way. We found gems all over the place as soon as we sat
down and concentrated to what was presented. At 4mes the sheer numbers
of interested papers became overwhelming and hence the Proceedings
become crucial as a building stone for the future.
In the Transport Forum we saw presenta4ons on one of the main future
challenges, in my view: The link between the built sector and the transport
sector. Can the two sectors assist each other by sharing energy storage
baeery or other capacity? It seems they can and hence we can reduce the
challenges of powering the two sectors by new renewable energy and storing
it. We can also reduce the peak load challenges on the grid. In order to do this
we must engage with each other as architects, technologists and other
professionals to talk together and do work together. It is about sharing
knowledge and developing new solu4ons across the tradi4onal professional
barriers.
The Transport Forum saw presenta4ons on “Urban development as a strategy
to reduce environmental consequences from mobility and
transport” (Rynning), “Human powered mobility programming needs in midsized US Ci4es” (Rakha), “A design framework for sustainable mobility hub
Netwerks in mid-sized ci4es” (Mar4nez) and the “Upgrading of urban
highways” to respond to future demands (Moghadam).
All the above poin4ng forward at issues can will power the next revolu4ons, if
we care enough about the planet, and I am convinced we do.
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Popula4on ageing and environmental sustainability in the face of a rapidly
changing are two of the great challenges facing socie4es today. Architecture
and urban design are ﬁrst lines of defense and pivotal factors in successfully
engaging with, and providing achievable solu4ons to both.
The resilience, sustainability and func4onality of our dwellings within the
context of their built environment are key to realising the beneﬁts of the
personal longevity dividend: the beneﬁt of living well for as well and as long
as possible. Homes in par4cular not only reﬂect the social and economic
condi4ons of their occupants, but can also dictate them. They ideally, meet
the everyday needs and preferences of older ci4zens and their lifestyles, and
addi4onally provide crucial protec4on against extreme natural events and
other hazards. Many socie4es have developed stratagems and ac4on plans to
promote ‘aging in place’, ‘life4me homes’ and ‘age-friendly ci4es’ that support
older people to con4nue to age and live well in their own homes and
communi4es and to remain independent for as long as possible and to reduce
reliance on ins4tu4onalized aged care provision. But how do these respec4ve
policies play out in prac4ce? Do such innova4ve and explora4ve policies that
are being developed in the face of rapidly aging popula4ons have the
outcomes sought and expected?
How should such innova4ve next step policies cope with emerging
demographic and emerging occupancy trends? How can quality of life for
older people be maintained in shihing social, clima4c and economic
landscapes? Finally and most importantly in the context of PLEA, what is the
place of people promo4ng passive, low energy architecture in delivering
design and new architectures that works for our changing popula4ons and
our ageing and warming world?
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The Ageing, Resilience and Adapta4on forum was an innova4on for PLEA and
focused on repor4ng ﬁndings, applied research, tool development and policy
relevance. The forum explored three broad themes:
• Rethinking Housing in Aging Socie4es – to what extent, and how is the
housing market responding to the aging popula4on, changing needs and
preferences?
• Adap4ng Indoor and Outdoor Spaces for Changing Needs – what are the
indoor and outdoor adapta4ons needed to ensure that dwellings and
neighbourhoods perform well and are ﬁt for purpose for the diverse and
changing needs of the aging popula4on?
• Tools for Enabling Good Living – what are the prac4cal tools and
informa4on that will help and empower us to live well as we age? How
can older people be involved in the design of dwellings, products and
services to ensure aging well in place?
At the forum, par4cipants wrote down issues and insights on to s4cky notes,
and these ideas form the basis of the report-back summaries and conclusions
below:
Rethinking Housing in Aging Socie8es
• A much greater variety of living op4ons are needed. In par4cular, there is
a ‘missing middle’ of housing supply. Greater diversity and choice would
see the availability of small, but not too small, dwellings, accessory
dwellings, dual-key dwellings, and purpose-built housing for mul4genera4ons.
• Housing op4ons in the general community and housing market need to
be widened, rather than maintaining a narrow emphasis on agesegregated housing. Buildings, neighbourhoods and spaces should be
designed to bring together young and old and foster intergenera4onal
support. Social integra4on focusing on young engaging with the older
genera4on will reduce social exclusion and young people can take
advantage of elders’ experience and knowledge.
• Housing for the older popula4on needs to be located close to services.
Ohen these op4ons are missing on the market, with development of new
housing far from services.
• Simply designed homes, with resilient materials and features work beeer
for older people, perform beeer and are more easily remediated in a
disaster. For4ﬁed dwellings involve heavy reliance on steel and concrete,
but in a crisis, these may be leh standing while everything around,
including essen4al infrastructure, is unusable. This is neither sustainable
nor resilient.
• As baby boomers re4re, there is a need to consider genera4onal change
in housing preferences and expecta4ons.
• Unaﬀordability should not be a barrier to changing housing to beeer suit
the needs of householders as they age. Thought needs to be given to
incen4ves to help people make the needed changes to support them as
they age.
• Housing need is not only a maeer of ensuring aﬀordability, but requires
aeen4on to design, enabling policy, procurement and alloca4on of uses.
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Adap4ng Indoor and Outdoor Space for Changing Needs
• The misalignment of sustainable design and resilient design must be
resolved. ‘Green wash’ has led to a mismatch between disaster-readiness
and accessibility. Perhaps it is 4me to consider ‘Sustainability’ as a
stepping stone from which it is 4me to move on to thinking that social
and economic resilience is what we need to be aiming for now.
• There is s4ll liele public and decision-maker awareness of the beneﬁts
and cost eﬀec4veness of universal and accessible design. New ways of
informing policy makers, planners and consumers about these beneﬁts
need to be developed.
• Thoughtless design of accessible features, e.g. ramps, can result in s4gma
and render the resident unsafe or exposed to crime, because the design
signals vulnerability.
• Isola4on by design may be an unintended consequence if thought is not
given to how security features could uninten4onally contribute to spa4al
isola4on.
• Seamless transi4ons from indoors to outdoors should be fundamental to
good design for the aging popula4on.
Tools for Enabling Good Living
• How resilient is smart technology? Older people need access to passive as
well as ac4ve technologies, because reliance on smart technologies may
not be a resilient choice.
• More func4ons and services are expected to be delivered via smart
technologies, and increasingly these will only be available electronically. It
would be good to see how tools can be fully developed through
electronic plaworms.
• With the increasing prevalence of smart technologies, there is a need to
consider cyber security and the vulnerability of elders to abuse and
exploita4on. Good design is not just responsive, but also responsible.
• To what extent do tools enable community connec4ons? Is there a
danger of technological isola4on?
• Older people need to be in control of smart technology, not the other
way around. Designers need to think about how tools and technology can
enable independence. E.g. enabling people to plan for change before the
need forces it.
• Find out what types of technologies work for and are preferred by older
people. Are there ways of matching users with tools and technology?
• Be mindful of the need for user skill and knowledge development to
ensure eﬀec4ve use of tools.
• There was interest in the Forum for discussing and reﬁning tools and
solu4ons for urban connec4vity, and good design. It was considered that
there is poten4al for using online conferencing.
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Conclusions
Three big challenges were iden4ﬁed:
• The older popula4on is ohen ignored in architecture and design,
mirroring the s4gma4za4on of aging. It was noted that the forum
aeracted predominantly women, raising the ques4on of whether maledominated professions are reinforcing the lack of aeen4on to and low
valorising of older people. The challenge is for architecture and design
professions to act as leaders and enablers in addressing the dual
challenges of climate change/sustainability and aging popula4ons.
• Planning and policy for aging socie4es face the challenge of realising that
one size does not ﬁt all. The opportuni4es and innova4ve poten4al of
suppor4ng diversity must include involving more disciplines to really
make a diﬀerence in future urban design.
• Designing for the community must involve knowing who is in the
community, and the importance of clearly deﬁning need (who, how and
what kind of need). Older people and their families must be involved and
engaged with design, even if this is diﬃcult, e.g. designing for demen4a.
The challenge is to develop eﬀec4ve ways of engaging with all users.
The really big message of this Forum is that socie4es ignore these issues
at their Peril.
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Placemaking and Wellbeing
Suzanne Ewing
Edinburgh School of Architecture and
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Place before buildings, but how and who to make judgements about
successful places?
In the welcome to PLEA delegates, Fiona Hyslop, Scopsh Government
Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Tourism and External Aﬀairs, spoke about the
inten4on of Scotland’s ‘Place Standard’ (launched at the end of 2015). This
evidences na4onal high-level policy inten4on to ensure community
par4cipa4on in development, making an explicit connec4on between good
places and good health [www.placestandard.scot]. Neil Baxter, CEO of the
RIAS, quoted Danish urban designer Jan Gehl’s approach of “ﬁrst, people” for
approaching contemporary urbanism. Visualisa4ons and standardisa4ons of
successful places- where priority for pedestrians of all mobili4es, cyclists, and
incorpora4on of landscape and plan4ng- are popular in government policy
documents and similar ingredients have become ubiquitous in public
presenta4ons of new urban development proposals.
However, the challenge of naviga4ng and inﬂuencing the space between
these ideas, images, standards, inten4ons and the pragma4cs and
complexi4es of implementa4on or local interpreta4on are of course
tremendous. Gehl’s ideas have been absorbed into many urban design
policies and projects. He was a consultant for Edinburgh City Council,
comple4ng a report 'Edinburgh Revisited: Public Space, Public Life' which
revisited earlier work of 1998. Their methodology for “the study of people’s
well-being” aims to “turn the design process upside down” (Appendix 1 of the
report), analysing ﬁrst life, then space, then buildings. Methods include
empirical survey and analy4cal mapping methods which explore the way
urban areas are used, which then inform the design process. In the design
they describe the formula4on of a comprehensive programme of ac4vi4es
based on the type of life inherent in an area; then develop a public space
network that can support the public life through scale, form and climate; then
they consider how buildings contribute.
For some 4me, sociological research and urban theory have been building on
and exploring Henri Lefebvre’s argument for understanding the produc4on of
space as not only the domain of formal design, but also of use and the users.
The study and exercising of spa4al prac4ce, cri4cal spa4al theory and sociospa4al prac4ces have emerged alongside more conven4onal site analysis. In
this re-asser4on of the social in design, there are echoes of the recent shih by
UNESCO/ World Heritage to include both the intangible and the tangible in
evalua4ng the signiﬁcant aspects of heritage sites. The Scopsh Place
Standard tool aims to “structure conversa4ons about place” and its criteria
consider both the physical and social aspects of place.
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The Placemaking and Wellbeing forum explicitly focused on this important
area of necessary research and prac4cal tools and mechanisms. The Forum
iden4ﬁed a need to re-think and research further the no4on of everyday
exper4se, and how it might be exposed and ac4ve in the altera4on and
construc4on of a place. This approach would extend users being observed in
how they live well in a place (Gehl), or consulted through staged interview or
workshop as part of established formal process, to acknowledge and
disseminate the evolving and sophis4cated knowledge of living and dwelling
in a par4cular place with its micro-clima4c, spa4al, social, material and
cultural dimensions and condi4ons. Deeper ethnographic methods, postoccupancy studies and extensive interdisciplinary case study work were
suggested, to ‘listen’ beeer to the ﬁeld in order to inform precise and socially
responsible ac4on in prac4ce.
Adrian PiSs and Yun Gao’s survey of sustainable and green design in a series
of villages of rural southwest China drew aeen4on to administra4ve blocks in
Kunming, and the incorpora4on of concrete in many vernacular buildings as
part of the complex naviga4on of improvement which might extend to
u4lising solar gain, strategies for improved ven4la4on. MaShew Jones and
Amanda Spence presented the on-line ‘Place Planning’ tool, developed
through academic and na4onal design agency collabora4on, reﬂec4ng on
how its contribu4on to community wellbeing in rural Wales, UK could be
evaluated. The ‘Shape my Town’ toolkit encompasses dimensions of the
physical landscape, townscape and streetscape. Sahira Bleibeth has been
researching the forbidden spaces of Pales4ne, using discourse analysis to
approach everyday prac4ces in the Jenin refugee camp and Old Town. Shru8
Shiva’s work on Mumbai, and the ‘chawl’ social-urban block, aims to reassess
new models for collec4ve social and aﬀordable housing. Reimagining these
ver4cal urban villages as a produc4ve urban paradigm draws aeen4on for the
need for careful socio-spa4al research and environmental analysis which
evidences the speciﬁc quali4es of the place and collec4ve wellbeing that are
valued. Francesco Pomponi shared examples of social housing case studies in
Italy. NikoleS Watson-Puksas focused on the social-ac4vist aspects of resilient
ci4es and environmental jus4ce in the context of Budapest. Zhongie Lin’s
research at a policy and regional scale compared the implementa4on of an
‘Eco-city’ model in Japan and China, ﬁnding quite divergent outcomes.
Andrew Jenkins situated research and examina4on of the socio-economic
landscape and urban agriculture in Manchester, UK, shed light on other
aspects of the produc4on of space and place.
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The forum’s discussion converged on a general agreement that the experts of
successful places are ohen the local inhabitants, who should of course then
be ac4ve, acknowledged and empowered co-producers of future place and
wellbeing processes. The role of formal top-down design policy, guidance,
legisla4on and implementa4on is called into ques4on as the deﬁni4on and
role of the expert becomes collabora4ve and contextualised. The ‘designer’
can be reconceived as a listener, collaborator, nego4ator, as well as a formal
expert in spa4al, material, environmental form or occupa4on. A variety of
research methods and prac4ces – qualita4ve, quan4ta4ve and hybridised was evident in the range and depth of work in the Forum presenta4ons. The
complexity of implementa4on- from the intangible legisla4ve, social and
strategic, intertwined with the tangible construc4on, material, spa4al,
environmentally analysed detail perspec4ves - demands interconnected
research methods and strategies to be designed. In the end it is ohen easier
to evidence and pinpoint discomfort, what is not working, not wanted than to
measure, evaluate and make judgements on what is a good place, and
whether it engenders individual and collec4ve wellbeing.
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Health and IAQ
Grainne McGill
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Both indoor and outdoor air quality have a fundamental inﬂuence on the
health, wellbeing and comfort of building occupants. The air we breathe can
contain more than 900 diﬀerent chemicals, biological material, and par4cles,
many of which may be poten4ally harmful to human health. In developed
countries, people spend on average 90% of their 4me indoors and so
architects and built environment professionals have a profound responsibility
for crea4ng a healthy indoor environment.
Exposure to indoor pollutants of ambient origin can be minimised through
building design features by reducing air inﬁltra4on, installing ﬁlters and/or
through careful design and posi4oning of openings. Whilst improvements to
building fabric performance, brought about by increased awareness of
climate change, is likely to reduce penetra4on of ambient pollutants indoors,
there are emerging concerns that mi4ga4on strategies may have unintended
consequences, par4cularly regarding exposure to pollutants of indoor origin.
At present, knowledge and understanding of air quality principals and policies
among designers remain cri4cally lacking.
In what way do the design, construc4on, management, opera4on and
maintenance of buildings impact on the quality of air (both perceived and
measured) and the health of building occupants? How do we ensure
decarbonisa4on of buildings whilst ensuring a healthy and comfortable
indoor environment?
This forum on Health and Air Quality was a ﬁrst for PLEA, reﬂec4ng the
growing worldwide responsiveness and awareness to this area among
architects and built environment professionals. The aim of this forum was to
accelerate and strengthen the global health and air quality agenda, by
providing a plaworm for researchers to present new research ﬁndings,
s4mulate debate and advance knowledge by fostering intellectual exchange.
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Papers were received from researchers and prac44oners based in the UK,
Ireland, Denmark, Taiwan, Chile, Brazil, Thailand and Kuwait. Presenta4ons
were predominately in the ﬁelds of architecture and engineering, exploring
the following three broad themes:
o The built environment and health
How can architectural design features inﬂuence occupant health?
What building related features are perceived as the most important
for health?
o Strategies and tools to improve indoor air quality in homes and
buildings
Which tools are available to help increase occupants’ awareness of
indoor air quality in the home and how eﬀec8ve are these? What
prac8cal tools and strategies are available to help improve thermal
comfort and ven8la8on provision, whilst minimising energy
consump8on?
o Ambient air quality
How can architectural design inﬂuence ambient air quality? What
other social, economic and environmental factors are at play?
The built environment and health
The session kicked oﬀ with a presenta4on from Sadiqa Al Awadh (Kuwait
University), who provided evidence on the poten4al beneﬁts of reintroducing
courtyards in residen4al buildings in the Middle East and Arab regions, to
help improve access to natural light and reduce levels of vitamin D deﬁciency,
par4cularly among Muslim women. She highlighted the importance of
architectural design as a media4ng factor to encourage occupants to spend
more 4me outdoors, in the privacy of their own home. This provoked a
discussion regarding the importance of considering cultural, social, and
clima4c elements in design and the suitability of par4cular parameters to
measure vitamin D deﬁciency in humans.
Following this, Richard Williams (VELUX) outlined key ﬁndings from a panEuropean study inves4ga4ng ci4zens’ aptudes and behaviours regarding
comfort, energy consump4on and environmental impact in the home
environment. He noted that three of the top ﬁve factors ci4zens perceived as
most important for health were related to the home environment: sleeping
well, ven4la4ng for fresh air, and plenty of daylight. The study found that
aptudes towards the importance of fresh air in the home were depended on
gender (higher for women) and age (higher for the elderly). The Q&A session
that followed emphasised the opportunity to support these ﬁndings with
physical measurements and highlighted the value of the Ac4ve House
Speciﬁca4on as a tool for designing and evalua4ng comfort, energy and
environmental factors in buildings.
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Strategies and tools to improve indoor air quality in homes and buildings
Gabriela Zapata-Lancaster (Cardiﬀ University) demonstrated the beneﬁt of
simple, transparent devices in increasing awareness and understanding of the
eﬀect of occupant ac4vi4es on indoor humidity levels in the home. She noted
that occupants provided with a therma-hygrometer showed a beeer
understanding of their home environment. She revealed that monitoring of
humidity and temperature had a greater impact on householder behaviour
than electricity monitoring. The discussion that followed highlighted the
complexity of occupant behaviour with regards to lifestyle choices and values,
and the challenges associated with trying to change behaviour through
interven4ons. The issue of control was also discussed, where it was noted
that environmental preferences ohen vary among building occupants, and as
such, the level of control should reﬂect the type and diversity of occupa4on.
Following this, Carmina Bocanegra-Yanez (University of Strathcylde) showed
how detailed building modelling and simula4on could be used as a tool to
assess indoor air quality and improve the design of ven4la4on systems in low
energy homes. The ﬁndings indicated signiﬁcant varia4ons in the results of
the detailed emission modelling when compared to emission rates obtained
assuming constant environmental condi4ons. Further scenario tes4ng (based
on monitoring data from a Passivhaus development in Scotland) iden4ﬁed a
risk of exposure to high levels of formaldehyde in air4ght homes if MVHR
systems are deac4vated/ inoperable. The Q&A session revealed inten4ons for
future work, which included improvements to the sohware tool used (based
on the ﬁndings) and extension of the study to include other parameters, such
as PM2.5.
The theme con4nued with a presenta4on from Yu-Lieh Wu (University of
Technology Taiwan), who explained the importance of independent
temperature and humidity control in air condi4oning systems and the value of
providing dehumidifying capacity in air condi4oning systems to improve
occupant comfort and health. He presented the results of a study that
evaluated the eﬀect of desiccant solu4on droplet on dehumidiﬁca4on
eﬃciency. He demonstrated that changes to the spray paeern using a spiral
nozzle compared to a circular nozzle in the dehumidiﬁca4on tower could be
used to improve dehumidiﬁca4on eﬃciency.
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Ambient air quality
The session concluded with a presenta4on from Paz Araya (Universidad de
Chile, San4ago) who provided an overview of the complex rela4onship
between ﬁrewood hea4ng consump4on and air pollu4on in the south of
Chile. She discussed a number of important factors inﬂuencing this, including
the standard of housing insula4on, the quality of ﬁrewood, the local
economy, forest resource sustainability, energy security and energy poverty.
The discussion that followed highlighted the importance of considering both
indoor and ambient air quality in design, and the challenges associated with
the need to ven4late to remove pollutants of indoor origin, whilst minimising
exposure to ambient air pollutants, par4cularly in polluted ci4es.
Conclusion
A number of challenges and research gaps were highlighted:
o How do we ensure that strategies to reduce energy consump4on in
buildings (such as increased air4ghtness and control of ven4la4on to
minimise heat loss) do not result in increased exposure to air
pollutants indoors?
o How do we balance the need to ven4late with the need to reduce
exposure to pollutants of ambient origin? How do we increase
awareness of indoor and ambient air pollu4on among the general
public?
o Is increased awareness of indoor air pollu4on enough to change
occupant behaviour?
o How can we best use available tools to improve the design of
ven4la4on systems whilst minimising energy consump4on?
o What level of occupant control is suitable for ven4la4on strategies in
the home?
Overall, the forum brought together academics and prac44oners with a wide
range of exper4se and interests, which reﬂects the signiﬁcant diversity of
research in this ﬁeld and the interrela4onship and connec4vity with other
fundamental elements of passive and low energy architecture.
It is hoped that this will con4nue to be a prominent theme in future PLEA
conferences, given the profound impact of air quality on the health,
wellbeing, produc4vity and learning of building occupants and the growing
worldwide awareness of the challenges of designing passive, low energy and
healthy homes and buildings.
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Materials
Sam Chapman
Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh
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Carbon Accounting
Francesco Pomponi
Edinburgh Napier University

Construc4on prac4ces and the produc4on of building materials have some of
the largest impacts on society on the planet.
These range from the
environmental impacts of raw material extrac4on and reﬁnement to the eﬀects
materials can have on the well-being of occupants within buildings. Interes4ng
new approaches were proposed in the Materials Forum that had four diﬀerent
topic sessions covering: Carbon and Life Cycle Assessments; innova4on in
Materials; market Opportuni4es for new Materials and their thermal
Characteris4cs.
The Carbon and Life Cycle Assessment of Buildings session highlighted that
within the discipline there is s4ll liele consensus on important aspects of
carbon assessment. Seman4c issues ohen s4ﬂe more substan4ve debate and
standards and guidance on carbon assessment vary from country to country,
region to region with liele evident progress on harmonising accoun4ng
systems. One problem is that each material product from a par4cular place will
have its own unique carbon and energy life cycle, including the 4me and
manpower to make them, factors ohen poorly accounted for in many methods.
Innova8on in Materials was shown to beneﬁt from collabora4on between
academia and industry. An example was of the great improvements in the
durability of tradi4onal materials that resulted from developments in polymer,
biopolymer and bioplas4c research. Architects ohen lead the need for
innova4on but making it happen requires a truly mul4-disciplinary and
organisa4onal co-opera4on.
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There are huge new opportuni8es in material’s research, capitalising on the ‘eco
/ green premiums’ that new types of materials can oﬀer across the whole life
cycle of a structure. Around the world the deple4on of raw materials is
occurring at an alarming rate making change impera4ve and papers on the
impera4ve for ‘circular economy’ were very thought provoking. As on author
pointed out ‘ci4es will be become the mines of the future’. Some authors
suggested low-tech materials should be focused on, u4lising nature’s
innova4ons to inform developments. The use of plants in responsive facades to
provide solar shading was an example in contrast to high-tech solu4ons that
require high energy input to construct, automate and run.
There was an
emphasis on beeer understanding and exploita4on of the basic thermal
characteris8cs of materials, from tradi4onal materials, through to novel
products and materials with ac4ve controls.
A number of big challenges were iden4ﬁed including the need to overcome
vested interests in the materials industry and its fundamental conserva4sm.
Also closer working between academia and industry to innovate would help as
would a greater understanding of material performance. Demand for beeer
materials from architects would help to s4mulate new markets with the PLEA
emphasis in the sessions on low tech approaches.
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Ventilation
Brian Ford
Natural Cooling Ltd.
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The ‘Swann Room’ in the Royal Society of Edinburgh did not seem very
promising at ﬁrst. Tucked away in the basement labyrinth of small dark
rooms, I feared that not many delegates would ﬁnd it. However, soon aher
star4ng our ﬁrst session the room was packed, with standing room only,
crea4ng a hot and stuﬀy atmosphere. Aher suﬀering for a while, someone
found a door at the top of a stair at the back of the space and opened it
resul4ng (in combina4on with the open lower entry door) in a demonstra4on
of the simplicity and eﬀec4veness of natural ven4la4on to remove internal
heat gains and achieve thermal comfort !
The ﬁrst session focused primarily on aspects of thermal comfort and
performance analysis, while the focus of the second session was more on
building applica4ons and post occupancy evalua4on. Nine papers were
presented, with authors from North and South America, Europe, the middle
East and China – a very wide spread, and an indica4on of the global relevance
of natural ven4la4on.
Time was given for ques4ons and discussion at the end of each presenta4on,
resul4ng in a lively debate on a range of issues.
Antonio Cas4llo’s excellent presenta4on (paper 0627) on a new ‘Heat Balance
Index’ for applica4on in hot climates, will help both academics and
prac44oners to account for the humidity of the air when modelling naturally
driven airﬂow, and its impact on thermal comfort. While recogni4on of the
validity and beneﬁts of the Adap4ve Comfort model (in both ASHRAE and ISO
standards) has helped prac44oners to propose NV strategies for buildings in
many parts of the world, the implica4ons of high humidity in warm climates
requires careful evalua4on, and this paper is a signiﬁcant contribu4on to this
process. Other presenta4ons (Joyce Carlo paper 0234 and Bakr Gomaa paper
0052) underlined the fundamental importance of basing performance
analysis on reliable assump4ons, and this formed the basis of ques4ons
addressed to some of the other authors.
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The applica4on of diﬀerent ven4la4on strategies to diﬀerent building types,
in diﬀerent clima4c regions, presented in the second session, were discussed
in the context of both theore4cal applica4ons (Saba Alnusairat paper 0264,
and Miguel Galvez paper 0089) and post-occupancy evalua4on (Elisur
Mogollon paper 1369 and Grainne McGill paper 1184). Miguel Galvez
presenta4on on the evalua4on of overhea4ng risk and the opportunity for
natural ven4la4on in ci4es of the Chilean coast, will be extremely useful to
prac44oners seeking passive cooling solu4ons in Chile, and indicates the
wider value of ‘applicability mapping’ of passive cooling solu4ons in diﬀerent
parts of the world.
Post-occupancy evalua4on is now ﬁrmly established as an (almost) essen4al
part of new projects in the UK. The comparison of three new-build housing
projects in Scotland, presented by Grainne McGill (paper 1184) was an
excellent illustra4on of the huge value of this approach, not just for fellow
academics and prac44oners but also for contractors, clients and policy
makers. However, I was a liele concerned to ﬁnd that only a small propor4on
of par4cipants in the Ven4la4on Forum knew about the historic UK PROBE
studies which have been so important to our ability to benchmark
performance for diﬀerent building types.
The Ven4la4on Forum at PLEA 2017 provided an inevitably limited ‘snap-shot’
of the current ‘state-of-the-art’, but it is indica4ve of the con4nuing growth of
interest in the design, performance predic4on and evalua4on of natural
ven4la4on strategies to achieve thermal comfort in buildings.
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Windcatchers and Windows
Susan Roaf
Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh
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Windcatchers are some of the most sophis4cated natural air-condi4oning
systems in the world, and records of them adorning buildings date back to
the Middle Kingdom in Egypt over 1000BC. In many hot countries they
ﬂourished most prominently on the homes of the richer classes during
periods when their economies were buoyant. Modern architects and
engineers have long sought to emulate the visual and func4onal elegance
of these tradi4onal devices and as we enter and on increasing pressure to
run buildings for as much of the year as possible on natural ven4la4on. We
were extremely honoured to have the doyenne of windcatcher research,
Professor Mehdi Bahadori, opening this Forum with a presenta4on based
on his own experience in, and research on, the Windcatchers of Iran. This
gave a ﬂavour of the extraordinary poten4al for the use of windcatchers in
modern buildings in diﬀerent climates that was reinforced in the strong
paper by Mehrnoosh Ahmadi and Mario Grosso on the ‘Poten4al cooling
energy reduc4on by a wind tower model in the Milan and Rome climates’
that showed reduc4ons of between 70 – 90% in energy use might be
possible in windcatcher buildings there while maintaining comfort indoors.
The substan4al savings that can be achieved in using natural ven4la4on in
many climate was highlighted in a paper by Pimolsiri Prajongsan on
‘Window use: Poten4al and challenges to energyeﬃcient residen4al buildings in hot-humid climates’. Chris4na Medias4ka,
Juliana Anggono, Fefen Suhedi and Hariyate Purwaningsih presented
research from Indonesia on ‘Open Windows
for natural ven4la4on and outdoor noise reduc4on in tropical climates’,
highligh4ng that design decisions are never one dimensional but come with
many knock on impacts that have to be dealt with the success in the reality
of the real buildings in real markets.
The research widened to look at windows as areas of glass in walls and
ﬁlters of solar gain, not just conduits for natural ven4la4on. Hence window
sizing, glass choice and building form were highlighted here. Three papers
presented research on the impact of glazing choices on energy use and
then comfort. Beatriz Arranz et al. presented an ‘Evalua4on of the
performance of an Innova4ve Glazing System’. Elena Garcia-Nevado
presents a study by a team on the impact of façade design on energy
demand in urban contexts and proposed an index of op4mised
fenestra4on approaches for use in ci4es and Ruey-Lung Hwang showed
research looking at the impact window glass selec4on on thermal comfort
in oﬃce buildings.
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What was clear is that there is tremendous interest in the increasingly
important subject of making windows work well in many diﬀerent contexts.
This is a mul4-dimensional challenge encompassing sound, light, heat,
health and cost. Some of the studies presented relied on simula4on to
inform results while a number of others use indoor and outdoor laboratory
tes4ng to reach their conclusions. Several people who have completed
papers in the third volume of the PLEA 2017 proceedings (see:
www.plea2017.net) were not able to aeend so did not present but do also
look at their interes4ng papers on pages 5206 to 5276 that cover also the
cri4cal issue of the impact of shading of windows on their success, including
the use of Jaali screens, the impact of windows on health in hospitals and
also the development and tes4ng of green window prototypes. Windows
are by no means simple elements in a building but as we become less able
to aﬀord rising energy costs of mechanically hea4ng and cooling buildings
they will become increasingly cri4cal as key design features of low energy
and low carbon buildings.
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A Final Reflection on the PLEA 2017 Forums

What you hear in the snapshots of the PLEA 2017 Forums are a
myriad of diﬀerent voices and viewpoints on passive and low
energy architecture from around the world. These reﬂect the
enormous and rather daun4ng scope of what we might be
expected to know and understand in the teaching and prac4ce of
architecture.
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What they also show is how very important the architectural
profession is, and increasingly will be, in building the resilience of
our socie4es and economies to our rapidly changing world in the
buildings, seelements and regions that it is our lot to understand,
envision and design for.
We were par4cularly pleased that PLEA 2017 was able to demonstrate
that we in Scotland take such responsibili4es very seriously. We have
not only a strong academic community but one that is also a wellconnected to our wider PLEA community, encompassing people from
ci4es, government, professionals and communi4es across our unique
and beau4ful country. These communi4es all have a role to play as
building blocks in the solid founda4ons upon which we must build if we
want to create a truly resilient society, economy and environment in
Scotland.
Strong solu4ons must all start with strong values – and in PLEA 2017 we
hope that we showed the world where our Scopsh architectural values
lie, grounded in our own culture’s inherent belief in the idea that every
ci4zen is important, as is every building, because ul4mately they are
what will make us rise or fall, together.
If any of the Forum subjects interest you please do access the full
papers on that theme in the three volumes of the excellent PLEA
Proceedings that can be accessed from the PLEA 2017 home page
(www.plea2017.net).
Thanks to all who joined us at PLEA 2017 in Edinburgh and for your
great contribu4ons to the above Forums. Thanks also to the Forum
Leaders who made each unique assembly so interes4ng and to the
members of the Scien4ﬁc Commieee who did such a S4rling job of
reviewing the abstracts and the papers. We hope the conference has
leh an important legacy for all of you who were there, and those who
come aher you.
Best Wishes,
Susan Roaf
Heriot Wae University
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